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HUNTERS ELEMENT  
SUSTAINABILITY PROMISE 

 
A conversation from around the campfire 

planted a seed in 2017, and from there 
we started looking at meaningful ways to 

reduce our environmental impact. 

We started by eliminating single-use 
plastic bags on all our products in 2018. 

We then found that we could use recycled 
card and vegetable inks to create home 

compostable swing tags and packaging.

From 2019 we started introducing 
Organic Cotton and Recycled PET (plastic bottles) fabrics. By 

Autumn 2020 we were in full swing introducing this to a large portion of our product range 
which we have continued through to our Spring Summer range. These are just as durable and just 

as comfortable as traditional fabrics. While the cost is a little higher, the reduced impact on our 
fragile environment far outweighs paying a few bucks more.

For each sale of marked 
products, $1 goes 

towards the LEAVE ONLY 
TRAILS FUND™. Investing 

in sustainability and 
environmental restoration 
for hunters and anglers.

This fabric is made of 
sustainable, biodegradable, 

durable, hypoallergenic, 
100% organic cotton.

Made from recycled 
polyethylene terephthalate 
(Plastic Bottles). A durable, 

recyclable RPET fabric.
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40% OF OUR CLOTHING RANGE USES RECYCLED FABRIC.

99% OF ALL OUR PRODUCTS USE 
RECYCLED/COMPOSTABLE PACKAGING.

95% OF ALL OUR DWR TREATED PRODUCTS USE PFC 
FREE DURABLE WATER REPELLENT.

WE HAVE RAISED OVER $110,000 FOR ENVIRONMENTAL CAUSES IN 
CONJ UNCTION WITH OUR LEAVE ONLY TRAILS FUND™ SINCE 2019.

WE’VE ALREADY INVESTED $310,000 IN SUSTAINABLE 
PROCESSES, PACKAGING AND MATERIALS WITH THIS INITIATIVE. 
WE EXPECT THIS NUMBER TO REACH CLOSE TO $1 MILLION 
OVER THE NEXT 10 YEARS.

THE GOAL IS TO BE COMPLETELY CARBON NEUTRAL BY 2030.

100% OF ALL OUR DOWN FILLED PRODUCTS USE 
ETHICALLY SOURCED RDS CERTIFIED DOWN.

THIS EQUATES TO 810 BARRELS OF OIL WE WON’T BE USING TO MAKE THE VIRGIN 
MATERIAL AND ELIMINATING OVER 94 TONNES OF C02 EMISSIONS WE WOULD 
OTHERWISE BE LETTING LOOSE INTO THE 
ATMOSPHERE.

WE’RE ON TRACK TO SAVE 150 TONNES OF NEW 
CARD AND 25 TONNES OF PLASTIC BY 2025.

SINCE 2019 WE HAVE REMOVED OVER 3.8 MILLION PLASTIC BOTTLES 
FROM LANDFILL.

THIS HAS ALSO REDUCED THE WATER 
USED IN OUR PRODUCTION BY OVER 5.8 
BILLION LITRES.

ETHICALLY 
SOURCED 
DOWN



RAIN BARRIER

WIND BARRIER
Windproof barrier garments are designed to block wind, 
light showers and keep you warm. 

• Protects wind and light showers
• Keep you warm
• Dries quickly
• Packable
• Large armpit zippers to dump 

excess heat 
(Available on some models)

• Protects from wind, rain and snow
• Dries quickly
• Seam-sealed
• DWR treated to minimise fabric 

saturation
• Ultra-packable
• Large armpit zippers to dump 

excess heat 
(Available on some models)

Waterproof barrier layers are a survival tool. They need 
to be ultra-packable, so they are small enough to be carried 
with you at all times in case you get caught out overnight or if the 
weather changes unexpectedly.

OUTER LAYER
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ATLAS JACKET
Created in the lab, verified in the Alps. The Alpine environment demands ultra-light and 
ultra-breathable in place of all around balance. The Atlas is a technology driven, specialised 
product. This series was created for the mountains, where durability, water shedding and 
packability must be prioritised over stealth. The long cut, TunnelTECH™ hood and body 
mapped design allows for ultimate comfort and freedom of movement while wearing thick 
layers underneath and heavy packs that pull and constrict. Premium water resist YKK® zips, 
carefully placed chest and lower pockets, massive heat-dumping pit zips and next-gen seam 
tape make up the Atlas as the pinnacle in performance hunting jackets. Built for the mountain 
environment where alpine species thrive and weather is brutal, the Atlas series is a highly 
technical and design focused response. Climb high, keep dry and keep protected in the most 
demanding hunting conditions on the planet.

30,000mm minimum, waterproof rating (JIS Testing) and 40,000gm/m2/24hr breathability 
rating

Weight Sz M: 750 grams

HYDRAFUSE™ DURAWEAVE VALOUR™ fabric is incredibly durable, waterproof, quiet, 
packable, and insanely breathable

27 plastic bottles saved from ending up in landfill

Premium water resist YKK® Aquaguard™ zips

PFC free durable water repellent

Two streamlined chest pockets with ample room for big binos or protection for hands in 
icy wind. Positioned high so water doesn’t run down your forearms and into the pockets 
and accessible while wearing a pack

Two streamlined lower pockets to stash extra gear

Fully adjustable TunnelTECH™ hood with a stiff yet flexible peak, ergonomic shape, plenty 
of peripheral vision and Cohaesive™ cord locks

Adjustable cuffs and waistcord to lock out draft and lock in core warmth

Giant pit zips to dump heat quickly on the move

Sizes XS-7XL

Available in Sand/Charcoal

ATLAS JACKET
Created in the lab, verified in the Alps. The Alpine environment demands ultra-light and 
ultra-breathable in place of all around balance. The Atlas is a technology driven, specialised 
product. This series was created for the mountains, where durability, water shedding and 
packability must be prioritised over stealth. The quick changing weather in the mountains 
calls for multiple gear changes throughout the day, pants are often ignored due to the effort 
involved in stripping off boots and keeping socks dry. The Atlas pants have grunty, full length 
water resist YKK® zips, allowing you to pull the over-pants on or off easily over the top of 
your boots and gaiters when the weather changes. This means keeping dry or cool legs is no 
harder than pulling a jacket on or off. They can disappear into the bottom of your pack with 
barely any sacrifice to bulk and weight. When in action the carefully sculpted design gives 
maximum articulation in the knees and ass, so they won’t bind and pull on your thighs and 
shins. Built for the mountain environment where alpine species thrive and weather is brutal, 
the Atlas series is a highly technical and design focused response. Climb high, keep dry and 
keep protected in the most demanding hunting conditions on the planet.

30,000mm minimum, waterproof rating (JIS Testing) and 40,000gm/m2/24hr breathability 
rating

Weight Sz M: 540 grams

HYDRAFUSE™ DURAWEAVE VALOUR™ fabric is incredibly durable, waterproof, quiet, 
packable, and insanely breathable

19 plastic bottles saved from ending up in landfill

Full-length, premium water resist YKK® Aquaguard™ zips for easy slip-over use in the field

Vertically articulated knees to reduce bulk

PFC free durable water repellent

Reinforced inner ankle gussets for added boot scuffing protection

Adjustable ankle cuffs

Detachable suspenders

Heavy-duty belt loops

Sizes XS-7XL

Available in Sand/Charcoal
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ODYSSEY JACKET V2
The Odyssey Jacket is like nothing else on the market. Although it looks like 
another raincoat the Odyssey is so much more. It was designed in the hills 
by professional hunters who smash gear harder and faster than any of us. 
Every detail from the angle of the pocket zips to the waterproof membrane 
was stringently and ruthlessly developed to produce a hunting jacket that 
fits better than the others, last longer than the others, feels better than the 
others and performs like nothing you’ve ever experienced. Made from recycled 
polyethylene terephthalate (RPET) so you can also feel good about the 
environmental cost.  

22,000mm waterproof rating (JIS testing)

10,000gm/m2/24hr breathability rating

A durable, recycled, recyclable, waterproof & breathable RPET Duraweave™ 
outer fabric

Revamped pocket layout to improve ergonomics and easy of use

Weight SzM: 900g - Now lighter than ever! 

Two streamlined chest pockets with ample room for big binos  

Fully adjustable TunnelTECH™ hood with a stiff yet flexible peak, ergonomic, 
shape, plenty of peripheral vision and one-touch pullers  

Adjustable cuffs and waistband  

Giant pit zips to dump heat quickly on the move  

Full-length YKK® zip  

Sizes XS-5XL 

Available in Desolve® Veil™ Camouflage or Forest Green 

ODYSSEY PANTS V2
Built-in conjunction with the Odyssey Jacket, the Odyssey Trousers have been 
designed with a very clear intention... Be the ultimate waterproof hunting 
trousers. A pretty simple idea with a huge amount of development invested. 
The Odyssey Trousers have been made to be lightweight, durable, pack down 
small, fast-drying, quiet and sculpted to a performance fit. These over trousers 
have grunty full length zips up the sides so you can pull them on or off straight 
over the top of your boots and gaiters. Made from recycled polyethylene 
terephthalate (RPET) so you can also feel good about the environmental cost.  

22,000mm waterproof rating (JIS testing) 

10,000gm/m2/24hr breathability rating 

A durable, recycled, recyclable, waterproof & breathable RPET Duraweave™ 
outer fabric 

Revamped panelling and seam layout to improve erganomics and ease of use

Weight SzS: 600g - Now lighter than ever! 

Improved vertical articulated knees and sculpted athletic shape 

Full-length YKK® zippers for easy slipover use in the field 

Reinforced inner ankle gussets for added boot scuffing protection 

Adjustable ankle cuffs 

Heavy-duty belt loops 

Five streamlined pockets with ample space for all manner of hunting 
necessities 

Sizes XS/30-4XL/44 

Available in Desolve® Veil™ Camouflage or Forest Green 
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DOWNPOUR ELITE JACKET & TROUSERS
The Downpour Elite range is a do-it-all, workhorse waterproof & breathable hunting 
outer layers. The Duraweave™ outer fabric is super quiet making it perfect for 
stalking. They pack down tight and disappear in the bottom of a backpack making 
them the perfect all-weather protection to always have on hand. Its lightweight and 
comfortable; providing a quiet hunting experience with protection from wind and rain. 
The perfect all-around hunting waterproofs that can’t be beaten on price.  

10,000mm waterproof rating

6,000gm/m2/24hr breathability rating

A durable, recycled, recyclable, waterproof & breathable RPET Duraweave™ 
outer fabric with PFC free DWR coating

Seam-sealed

Available in Forest Green or Desolve® Veil™ Camouflage

Jacket:  
SBS® zipper

Full-length zip & domed storm flap for 
complete cover

Concealed chest pocket for fast 
access items

Bellowed lower pockets

TunnelTECH™ hood with one-touch 
pullers

Sizes XS-7XL

54
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Black

Trousers: 
YKK® zippers

Articulated knees

Dome ankle cuff adjusters

Two traditional front pockets

Two low-profile thigh pockets

Sizes XS/30-4XL/44

Now available in Black



STORM JACKET
The Storm Jacket offers the ultra-light full zip option for extreme weather. 
Designed as a super packable option for when the weather takes an unexpected 
turn or for use when things cool down or get wet. The Storm Jacket packs down 
incredibly small and weighs next to nothing, so you will barely notice it’s sitting 
in the bottom of your pack. But when it’s needed, it’s extremely waterproof and 
breathable, just like your traditionally heavier and bulkier work-horse rain layer. 
Unlike a lot of back-up style rainwear, the Storm jacket was designed with all the 
important features you still need including a longer cut jacket, athletic cut, multiple 
pockets, sculpted hood and many more. The jacket packs down tiny into its own 
pocket when not in use so it can disappear into the bottom of your pack.

10,000mm waterproof rating

6,000gm/m2/24hr breathability rating

Hydrafuse™ TECHLITE™ waterproof and breathable 3 layer fabric

Full-length zip with velcro storm flap

Seam-sealed

Fixed Hood with TunnelTECH™ hood and peripheral vision adjustments with one-
touch pullers

Two large hip pockets

Velcro cuff adjusters

Seamless shoulders

Sizes S-4XL

Available in Black

HALO JACKET & OBSIDIAN TROUSERS
The Halo and Obsidian offer an ultra-light option for extreme weather. Designed 
as a super packable option for when the weather takes an unexpected turn or for 
use when things cool down or get wet. They pack down incredibly small and weigh 
next to nothing, so you will barely notice them sitting in the bottom of your pack. 
But when they’re needed, they’re extremely waterproof and breathable, just like 
your traditionally heavier and bulkier work-horse rain layer. Unlike a lot of backup 
style rainwear, the Halo & Obsidian were designed with all the important features 
you still need including a longer cut jacket, athletic shape, sculpted hood and 
many more. Both the trousers and jacket pack down tiny into their own pockets 
when not in use so they can disappear into the bottom of your pack.

10,000mm waterproof rating

6,000gm/m2/24hr breathability rating

Hydrafuse™ TECHLITE™ waterproof and breathable 3 layer fabric

PFC free DWR

When packed down, belt loops allow you to attach it to any belt or strap

Available in Desolve® Veil™ Camouflage, Forest Green or Black

Halo Jacket: 
Weight Sz M: 525 grams

Half-length zip with domed storm flap

Seam-sealed, with seamless shoulders

Fixed TunnelTECH™ hood with one-
touch peripheral vision adjustment 
pullers

Large chest pocket

Velcro cuff adjusters

Sizes S-4XL

Obsidian Trousers: 
Weight Sz M: 375 grams

Seam-sealed

Full-length SBS side-zip for easy slip 
over boots in the field

Articulated knees

Belt loops

Adjustable ankle cuffs

Sizes XS/30-4XL/44
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BOULDER TROUSERS
The lightweight, water-resistant outer and high loft fleece inner makes these 
extremely versatile pants. 290gsm Hydrafuse™ HYBRIDTECH™, RPET recycled 
fabric uses a 90gsm water-resistant, two-way stretch outer with a 200gsm fleece 
inner.

This RPET fabric is made from 100% recycled polyethylene terephthalate (Plastic 
Bottles). This is just as durable as virgin fabric but saves 24 bottles from ending 
up in the landfill.

This means that the pants are really warm but breathe exceptionally well, all 
the while remaining quiet, soft and blocking out about 90% of the wind. These 
medium warmth pants are suited for colder weather hunting when you want some 
extra warmth without the sweat factor that comes with waterproof/windproof 
pants. Packed full of pockets and features, the Boulder trousers are extremely 
comfortable and versatile.

Weight SzM: 700g

Highly breathable wind/water-resistant, recyclable, Hydrafuse™ HYBRIDTECH™ 
2-way stretch fabric; made from recycled polyester

Dome ankle cuff adjusters

YKK® zips

Zip and button fly

Articulated knees

Gusseted inner ankle panels for added protection

Large belt loops

PFC free durable water repellent

Sizes XS/30-4XL/44

Available in Forest Green, Black/Grey or Desolve® Veil™ Camouflage24

LEGACY JACKET
The Legacy is the brainchild of the Hunters Element head product designer. He 
wanted to create the ultimate mid/outer layer that could be used on just about 
every hunt. The Legacy was made to keep you warm while glassing and stalking 
without overheating, as so often happens with membrane lined outer layers.

The purpose-built 290gsm Hydrafuse™ HYBRIDTECH™, RPET recycled fabric uses 
a 90gsm water-resistant, two-way stretch outer with a 200gsm fleece inner. This 
means that the jacket is really warm but breathes exceptionally well, all the while 
remaining quiet, soft and blocking out about 90% of the wind. This RPET fabric is 
made from 100% recycled polyethylene terephthalate (Plastic Bottles). This is just 
as durable as virgin fabric but saves 29 bottles from ending up in the landfill.

He then took every top quality feature he could find and packed them into the 
jacket. This includes high-quality zips, a fold-away TunnelTECH™ hood, zippered 
slim-lined chest and lower pockets with hand warmers, and premium cuff 
adjusters.

Weight Sz M: 850g 

Cuts wind

Detachable TunnelTECH™ hood which can also be folded away into collar

Highly breathable wind/water-resistant, recyclable, Hydrafuse™ HYBRIDTECH™ 
2-way stretch fabric; made from recycled polyester.

Full-length front YKK® zip

Chest pocket

Adjustable Velcro cuffs

Waist drawstring

PFC free DWR

Zippered handwarmer pockets

Sizes XS-7XL

Available in Desolve® Veil™ Camo, Forest Green/Grey or Black/Grey
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SENTRY BUSH COAT
This water and wind resistant anorak, will breathe well when things get hot and keep 
you protected when the crap weather comes through. The three layer laminated fleece 
fabric is made from recycled polyester (73 recycled plastic bottles). It comes with all 
the essentials like a zippered chest pocket, big kangaroo pocket, fitted hood, and an 
extra long tail so you can sit on the back of the coat and keep your arse dry.

Weight Sz M: 1000g

3 layer laminated recycled polyester fleece with water-resistant and breathable 
membrane

Fixed hood with TunnelTECH™ adjustment

Durable, recycled, recyclable RPET fabric

Chest pocket for crucial gear

Half-zip for heat regulation

Large kangaroo pocket

Velcro cuff adjusters

Sizes S-4XL

Available in Forest Green/Black or Desolve® Veil™ Camouflage

SENTRY BUSH COAT FULL-ZIP
This water and wind resistant anorak, will breathe well when things get hot and keep 
you protected when the crap weather comes through. The three layer laminated fleece 
fabric is made from recycled polyester (73 recycled plastic bottles). It comes with all 
the essentials like a zippered chest pocket, big kangaroo pocket, fitted hood, and an 
extra long tail so you can sit on the back of the coat and keep your arse dry.

Weight Sz M: 1000g

3 layer laminated recycled polyester fleece with water-resistant and breathable 
membrane

Fixed hood with TunnelTECH™ adjustment

Full-zip for easy on-off

Durable, recycled, recyclable RPET fabric

Chest pocket for crucial gear

Velcro cuff adjusters

Sizes S-4XL

Available in Forest Green or Black



TUSK BUSH COAT
The pinnacle of pig hunting specific garments. This bush coat is tough, 
comfortable and adaptable to your needs. The Tusk is a badass coat made for 
smashing through sh!t and getting it done. The AnchorLOK™ chest webbing is 
designed to work with our Lattitude GPS Pouch so you can keep a close eye on the 
dogs without having to dig around in your pockets.

Two large chest pockets

One chest pocket has our AnchorLOK™ webbing, this enables any molle 
compatible pouch to be attached here, (our latitude pouch is perfect for the Garmin 
range of tracking gear) this keeps GPS, radios and tracking handsets where you 
need them, easily accessible and visible

Reinforced shoulders, back, and pockets with 600D nylon oxford fabric keeps the 
blood where it belongs on those long carries and makes this top last the distance

Adjustable TunnelTECH™ hood

Internal waist drawstring

Mid-length sleeves protect your upper arms while eliminating any useless 
annoying cuffs

Available in Forest Green

Sizes S-7XL
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TĀPUA ELITE BUSHCOAT
The Tāpua Bush Coat is Owen’s signature garment with his favourite Veil™ & Fire™ 
camo combo. Short sleeves let the heat out and give freedom of movement, so you 
don’t get tangled in your bow. When it gets cold chuck on the Core base layer and 
you’ll be toasty and warm without overheating. 

New front fabric has been added for increased temperature regulation. 
Hydrafuse® HYBRIDTECH™ fabric is a warm, two-way stretch, hard-faced fleece 
made from recycled polyester; with exceptional breathability. 

The shoulders, back and hood are made of a quiet and water-resistant outer, 
combined with windproof and shower resistant membrane and fleece lining. This 
combo makes the Tāpua Bush Coat an extremely versatile hunting jacket.

Let your actions speak louder than your words. The Tāpua Bush Coat will get you 
places. You will experience new things.

Hydrafuse® HYBRIDTECH™ two-way stretch, hard-faced fleece front fabric made 
from recycled polyester.

Durable, recycled, recyclable RPET fabric

3 layer laminated fleece with a waterproof and breathable membrane

Windblock and shower resistant

Short sleeves

Long tail

Long SBS® zip lets the heat out

Fixed hood with TunnelTECH™ adjustment

Zippered chest pocket

Sizes S-4XL

Available in Black/Forest Green or Desolve® Fire™/Veil™ Camouflage
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INSULATION JACKETS

SLEET JACKET
A waterproof puffer jacket made tough and light! A simple concept and an absolute 
must for everyone’s kit. The Sleet jacket has a Hydrafuse™ Techlite membrane and 
outer layer, a premium raincoat outer shell, with a 100gm Primaloft® Gold main body 
insulation and 80gm sleeve insulation. This combination ensures full protection 
from the elements in cold and wet conditions. The Primaloft® synthetic insulation 
will also continue to hold its loft and heat and perform if water or sweat does finds 
it way in from the inside. Premium features including a YKK® Aquaguard main zip, 
TunnelTECH™ hood, zippered handwarmer pockets, internal mesh pocket, Velcro cuff 
adjusters and PFC free DWR make the Sleet a premium barrier for all applications from 
Tahr hunting in the snow to burning around on the quadbike in the mud.

Waterproof and breathable Hydrafuse™ TechLite™ membrane and outer layer

100gm Primaloft® Gold main body insulation

80gm Primaloft® Gold sleeve insulation

Seam-sealed

YKK® aquaguard front zipper

PFC free DWR

Fully adjustable TunnelTECH™ hood

Zippered lower handwarmer pockets

Internal mesh dump pocket

Adjustable draw cord on bottom hem

Adjustable Velcro cuffs with dual cuff system, stretch lycra inner cuff for comfort 
and a seamless seal between your jacket and cuff

Sizes S-4XL

Available in Black or Desolve® Veil™

INSULATION JACKETS

Pertext® Eco fabrics are made 
using recycled yarns, which reduces 
the demand for raw materials. 
These fabrics represent our 
commitment to sustainable design, 
development and production.

The Responsible Down Standard (RDS) is an international, voluntary standard 
that addresses animal welfare in the duck and geese supply chain and chain of 
custody of down and feather material from certified farms to the final product. 
RDS aims to ensure that down and feathers come from animals that have not 
been subjected to any unnecessary harm. We believe that education – through 
the RDS – is a meaningful way to drive demand for strong animal welfare 
practices.

PrimaLoft® Gold Insulation is the go-to choice for adventurers looking for protection in extreme conditions. Microfibers 
trap body heat to make this the most thermally-efficient synthetic insulation available, with water-repellency that 
insulates even in the wettest weather – maintaining 98% of warmth when wet. These unmatched thermal properties also 
feature breathability, packability and outstanding softness. Created using 55% post-consumer recycled fibers, consider 
this the pinnacle of insulation performance and environmental stewardship.

PrimaLoft is committed to using performance to drive our sustainability efforts by pushing the limits of material science. Primaloft® RISE™ 
insulation features 80% post-consumer recycled content and engineered to be lightweight while still delivering maximum performance. 
Microfibres trap body heat making it the most thermally-efficient synthetic insulation. With much better water resistance properties than 
down, the synthetic fibres are able to deliver thermal performance and keep retain its loftiness when wet. Its compact nature makes it easy 
to attain excellent warmth retention without adding bulk.

From the performance experts at PrimaLoft, Inc., the world’s first combination of water-repellent down and hydrophobic fibers completely 
changes insulation as you know it. PrimaLoft® Silver Insulation Down Blend is the ultimate hybrid of 40% PrimaLoft® ultra-fine fibers 
and 60% water-repellent down offering no compromises – with warmth equivalent to 650 fill down within your gear, and permanent water-
resistant technology that maintains 94% of its warmth when wet. This marks a game-changing innovation with all the lightweight warmth, 
loft, packability and comfort of standard down, but outstanding wet-weather thermal performance that even dries faster. PrimaLoft® Silver 
Insulation Down Blend offers innovation that pushes boundaries of what your gear can accomplish, with performance you can feel and trust.

GOLD

SILVER

RISE

GOLD
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DEFENDER JACKET & VEST
The Defender Jacket and Vest are your go to puffer this winter. Using Primaloft® 
RISE™ insulation, featuring 80% post-consumer recycled content, and engineered to be 
lightweight while delivering maximum warmth retention and better water resistance 
than down. A tough outer fabric is DWR coated for water resistance and has a 
stitched baffle construction to lock the fill in place. With all the features you need in the 
winter, a collar keeps the wind off your neck and a durable oxford fabric reinforces the 
shoulders. 

Primaloft® RISE™ fill  

Insulated collar 

Tough woven fabric 

Zippered lower pockets 

Durable reinforced shoulders 

Zippered with domed flap

Sizes S-4XL

Available in Forest Green

GLACIER JACKET
The Glacier is truly a premium puffer jacket for the depths of winter. The insulation is 
made up of a 320gm RDS certified down / Primaloft® Silver blend, with 650 fill power. 
This fill creates massive heat trapping space within the baffles and offers the best of 
both worlds that come with down and synthetic insulation. Pertex® Quantum Eco 50D 
outer fabric is extremely light and tough for maximum breathability and packability. 
Premium features including a YKK® zips, TunnelTECH™ hood, zippered handwarmer 
pockets, internal mesh pocket, Velcro cuff adjusters and PFC free DWR make the 
Glacier a premium puffer for both Alpine hunting expeditions and winter commutes.

320gm RDS Primaloft® Sliver down blend with 650 fill power, meaning more 
warmth, less weight & increased packability

Pertex® Quanum Eco 50D durable outer fabric

PFC free DWR

Fully adjustable TunnelTECH™ hood

YKK® zippers

Zippered handwarmer pockets

Inside mesh dump pocket

Adjustable bottom hem

Dual cuff system, stretch lycra inner cuff for comfort and a seamless seal between 
your jacket and cuff

Stuff sack to maximise the space saving in your pack

Sizes S-7XL (Forest Green S-4XL)

Available in Black or Forest Green

Contains 
RDS 
Certified 
Down

RISE

SILVER
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INSULATION AND WARMTH 
MANAGEMENT

• High wicking ability & quick drying
• High loft for warmth
• High breathability
• Resist odour causing bacteria
• Durable

This performance layer must not restrict moisture 
transfer from your base layer to the atmosphere. You 
can add more than one layer here to adjust your body 
temperature to the desired level. Mid-layers can be 
worn with or without an outer layer, depending on the 
conditions, use and personal preference. 

Mid-layer garments are semi-fitted so they will layer 
comfortably. As this layer is often used without 
another layer on top it is important to have good-sized, 
strategically located zipped pockets. 

ZENITH HOOD
Designed as a true technical hunting mid layer. The Zenith Hood is one of the most 
balanced mid layers available today. This is THE GO-TO TOP for all conditions, all 
situations, all hunts. The Zenith is light, warm, tough and breathes well when the heat 
comes on. It utilizes a 280gsm RPET recycled polyester hard-faced, high wicking 
fleece for the main body, and a 205gsm GRIDstretch™, high wicking, high breathability 
fleece for the underarms. A “body mapped” design for the ultimate in warmth, wicking 
& breathability. The integrated hood is a snug and light, skull cap style hood, so it sits 
close underneath a jacket hood when in use and is slim enough to not bunch on your 
back under your jacket when pulled down.

Slim-fit hood for wind and sun protection

Highly breathable 205gsm GRIDstretch™, high wicking fleece under arms

A durable, recycled, recyclable RPET 280gsm hard-faced, high wicking fleece main 
body and outer arms

Lightweight and packable

Two lower pockets

1/2 front zipper for temperature regulation

Body-mapped design for athletic fit, maximum movement and heat control in high 
sweat areas

Sizes S-4XL

Available in Black or Desolve® Veil™ camouflage

MID-LAYER

Black
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ZENITH TOP
Designed as a true technical hunting mid layer. The Zenith Top is one of the most 
balanced mid layers available today. This is THE GO-TO TOP for all conditions, all 
situations, all hunts. The Zenith is light, warm, tough and breathes well when the heat 
comes on. It utilizes a 280gsm RPET recycled polyester hard-faced, high wicking fleece 
for the main body, and a 205gsm GRIDstretch™, high wicking, high breathability fleece 
for the underarms. A “body mapped” design for the ultimate in warmth, wicking & 
breathability. The high collar protects from harsh sun and cold wind.

High cut collar for wind and sun protection

Highly breathable 205gsm GRIDstretch™, high wicking fleece under arms

A durable, recycled, recyclable RPET 280gsm hard-faced, high wicking fleece main 
body and outer arms

Lightweight and packable

Slimline chest pocket for crucial equipment

1/2 front zipper for temperature regulation

Body-mapped design for athletic fit, maximum movement and heat control in high 
sweat areas

Sizes S-4XL

Available in Black/Grey, Desolve® Veil™ or Forest Green
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SPUR PANTS
The Spur Pants represents the pinnacle in year-round hunting pants. They have been 
designed to be durable, light and practical. This light nature combined with thigh vents 
allows them to be nice and cool in summer and paired with an underlayer, warm enough 
in winter. The new Articulated knees and an athletic cut mean they feel amazing in the 
field and the convenience of multiple streamlined pockets means they will become an 
essential bit of kit for any hunt.

Durable Hydrafuse™ ToughStretch™ ultrafine 4-way stretch RPET fabric; made from 
100% recycled polyethylene terephthalate (Plastic Bottles)

A tough, 4-way stretch, 370gsm Hydrafuse™ SCRAPEarmor™ fabric on the knees, 
seat and lower legs to add extra durability in the high demand areas

Two traditional front pockets

Two zippered cargo pockets

One rear zippered pocket

Crotch gusset

Dome ankle cuff adjusters

Zippered mesh side vents

Articulated knees

YKK® zippers

PFC free durable water repellent

Sizes XS/30-4XL/44

Available in Desolve® Veil™, Forest Green, Black/Grey, Granite, Tussock or Sage.

Colours
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WHAKARAPU HOOD
The Whakarapu Hood is long, warm and tough. Made from recycled polyethylene 
terephthalate (RPET) fleece. This recycled material is basically, used plastic 
bottles that have been melted down and reused. So, as well as being nice to wear, 
you can feel good about saving a bunch of plastic from ending up in landfill.

245gsm micro-fleece made from recycled polyester

Laced neck adjustment

Domed chest pocket

Warm hood

Long cut

Sizes S-7XL (Desolve® Veil™ S-4XL)

Available in Forest Green/Black, Black, Navy/Black, Desolve® Veil™ Camouflage  
or Desolve® Veil™/Fire™ Camouflage

MEN’S GEAR - MID LAYER

AMBLE FLEECE HOODIE
The Amble is a warm and hardy top that can go wherever you choose to take it, be 
it into town, or rolling the sleeves up and getting your hands dirty. The toasty hood, 
generous chest pocket and comfy cut make it a winner in all areas. Designed to 
minimise heat loss, promote moisture transfer, and decrease drying time. It’s a perfect 
insulation layer. 

245gsm micro-fleece

Large chest pocket

Premium quality and super warm

Sizes S-4XL

Available in Forest Green or Black

WHAKARAPU LS HOOD
The Whakarapu LS Hood from the TOA Hunter-Gatherer range is long, warm and tough. 
The features and design draw inspiration from TOA’s values of respecting tradition, 
seeking challenges, and being a guardian of our natural environment. 

A durable 245gsm micro-fleece

Warm hood

Domed chest pocket

Long length cut

Traditional laced neck adjustment

Sizes S-4XL

Available in Forest Green/Black, Black or Black/Desolve® Blak™ Camouflage



MACAULAY PANTS
These trousers are made from our proven Hydrapel fabric, designed to be tough and 
durable to withstand harsh conditions. The Macaulay’s are an all-weather hunting 
trouser that will maintain a comfortable body temperature on the hot days and when 
paired with a warm base layer, will keep you comfy in the winter. The articulated knees 
make for optimum movement when kneeling and climbing and the quiet outer makes 
stalking a silent operation.

Ultra-quiet

Articulated, reinforced C-CORE knees

Two front pockets

One rear pocket

PFC free DWR

YKK® zippers

Zippered fly with button

Sizes XS/30-4XL/44

Available in Desolve® Veil™ Camouflage

DOBSON STUBBIES
Bomb-proof stubbies made simple, grunty and comfortable. The Dobson’s are a 
traditional shaped, elastic waist stubbie, with big zippered pockets to keep your junk 
from getting lost somewhere up that ridgeline out the back. The 240gsm Brushed 
Tricot polyester knit fabric is light, quiet, durable and dries quickly. Stubbies, keep it 
simple!

Brushed tricot polyester knit fabric

Quiet, durable, fast drying

Big zippered pockets

Elastic waistband & drawstring

Sizes XS/30-4XL/44

Available in Black, Navy/Tan, Forest Green or Desolve® Veil™ Camouflage
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ROVE TOP
The Rove is a warm and hardy top that can go wherever you choose to take it, be it into 
town, or rolling the sleeves up and getting your hands dirty. Designed to minimise heat 
loss, promote moisture transfer, and decrease drying time. It’s a perfect insulation layer. 

245gsm micro-fleece

Large zippered chest pocket

Premium quality and super warm

Sizes S-4XL

Available in Dark Navy or Forest Green



VANTAGE HOODIE
The Vantage Hoodie is a sun shield and sweat vacuum. Made from our newest 
extreme wicking, bamboo charcoal infused honeycomb fabric. The key to comfort 
while performing high-intensity activities in the heat of summer is protecting the skin 
from the sun and removing the uncomfortable sweat that comes with the territory. 
The Vantage Hoodie has been designed for this job by covering as much of the body 
as possible and providing the best technology in moisture-wicking fabrics. The hood 
and integrated face veil can be used not only to shield from the sun but also to provide 
a stealthier approach for close quarters stalking. Human skin is particularly bright to 
deer’s eyes in low light situations. By covering yourself in Desolve camouflage you 
give yourself the best possible chance of remaining undetected. It also utilizes two 
high-performance fabrics in a body-mapped design to allow for maximum movement 
in the high stretch areas.

Body-mapped design

Lightweight and packable

A durable, recycled, recyclable RPET 145gsm sustainable bamboo charcoal 
infused honeycomb main fabric; for the best in wicking, quick drying and anti-
odour control

High-wicking, highly breathable, quick-drying, super stretchy 125gsm heat control 
mesh fabric is placed in high movement areas

Integrated face mask with laser cut holes to avoid moisture build-up and fog when 
wearing glasses

UPF 30+

Sizes S-4XL

Available in Desolve® Veil™ Camouflage
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NEXT TO SKIN MOISTURE CONTROL 
AND INSULATION
High-performance athletes know that one of the keys to 
success is taking every small advantage they can find to 
edge them ahead. Hunters are athletes. We put our bodies 
through physically demanding encounters, push our fitness 
to its limit and suffer through harsh temperatures.
 
We’ve designed premium athletic base layers to maximise 
your performance in the hills. Our compression, body-
mapped design promotes reduced muscle fatigue and 
delivers maximum thermal and wicking properties through 
high surface contact. Our intelligent, technical fibres 
and weaves offer the latest advancements in moisture 
management and heat distribution.

BASE LAYER



ECLIPSE TOP
The Eclipse Top is a premium warm season base layer to keep you cool when blasting 
through the hottest parts of the day. It’s lightweight, ultra-breathable, and provides key 
protection from the sun. It’s made from bamboo charcoal infused honeycomb fabric. 
This innovative fabric wicks moisture and dries rapidly. When exposed to the slightest 
breeze it has an instant cooling effect that provides relief on those blazing summer 
days. The sustainably sourced charcoal infused with the fabric is antimicrobial and is 
a natural odour filter, helping you remain undetected. It utilizes two high-performance 
fabrics in a body-mapped design allowing for maximum movement and rapid heat 
dumping to ensure you stay dry and cool while hunting in warmer climates. It also feels 
amazing on the skin!

Weight SzM: 240g 

Body-mapped design

Lightweight and packable

A durable 145gm bamboo charcoal infused honeycomb fabric for the best in 
wicking, quick-drying and anti-odour control

Made from 12 recycled plastic bottles

High-wicking, highly breathable, quick-drying, super stretchy 125gm heat control 
mesh fabric is placed in high movement areas

High collar

UPF 30+ 

Quality YKK® zipper

Sizes S-4XL

Available in Forest Green or Desolve® Veil™ Camouflage/Green 

ECLIPSE CREW
The Eclipse Crew is a premium warm season base layer to keep you cool when blasting 
through the hottest parts of the day. It’s lightweight, ultra-breathable, and provides key 
protection from the sun. It’s made from bamboo charcoal infused honeycomb fabric. 
This innovative fabric wicks moisture and dries rapidly. When exposed to the slightest 
breeze it has an instant cooling effect that provides relief on those blazing summer 
days. The sustainably sourced charcoal infused with the fabric is antimicrobial and is 
a natural odour filter, helping you remain undetected. It utilizes two high-performance 
fabrics in a body-mapped design allowing for maximum movement and rapid heat 
dumping to ensure you stay dry and cool while hunting in warmer climates. It also feels 
amazing on the skin!

Weight SzM: 210g

Body-mapped design

Lightweight and packable

A durable 145gm bamboo charcoal infused honeycomb fabric for the best in 
wicking, quick-drying and anti-odour control

Made from 12 recycled plastic bottles

High-wicking, highly breathable, quick-drying, super stretchy 125gsm heat control 
mesh fabric is placed in high movement areas

UPF 30+

Sizes S-4XL

Available in Forest Green or Desolve® Veil™ Camouflage/Green 
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CORE+ RANGE
The Core+ base layer is designed for the coldest conditions. It utilises Thermal 
GridTech™ technology designed to retain maximum heat and rapidly disperse 
moisture to the outer surface. The body-mapped design has been athletically 
shaped, so the high wicking fabric can sit tight to the body in order to absorb and 
disperse as much sweat as possible, all the while allowing maximum movement 
in the high stretch areas. The warm nature and fast sweat distribution properties 
mean that the Core+ is a perfect base layer under warm outers in cold climates as 
well as a standalone layer in the mild parts of the day.

Flatlock seams

Thermal GridTech™ high wicking, heat retention 4-way stretch fabric

Athletic cut for maximum mobility in high stretch areas

Muscle compression design for increased stamina

Body Mapping Technology for ultimate temperature and moisture regulation

Cold weather base layer for temperatures -5°C to 10°C

Available in Black

MEN’S GEAR - BASE LAYER

Core+ Top & SS Top: 
Sizes S-4XL

Core+ Leggings: 
Sizes S/32-4XL/44

CORE TOP & LEGGINGS
The Core base layer is designed to regulate your body temperature at the 
base level through all weather conditions. The body-mapped design has been 
athletically shaped, so the high-wicking fabric can sit tight to the body in order to 
absorb and disperse as much sweat as possible, all the while allowing maximum 
movement in the high-stretch areas. The unique heat control technology means 
that although the Core has incredible warmth properties while worn under a mid-
layer, it also has the ability to cool rapidly when exposed to external air.

Flatlock seams

4-way stretch polyester, highly breathable and high-wicking fabric

Athletic cut for maximum mobility in high-stretch areas

Muscle compression design for increased stamina

Body mapping technology for ultimate temperature and moisture regulation

All-weather base layer for temperatures 5°C to 15°C 

Available in Black or Desolve® Veil™ Camouflage

Core Top: 
Sizes S-4XL

Core Leggings: 
Sizes S/32-4XL/44



FORESTRY HOOD
Stay safe and be seen. The Forest Hood is a long, warm and tough top designed 
for the work site. The short sleeves give you plenty of room for movement and 
won’t get in the way while you’re elbow deep on the job.  

245gsm micro-fleece

Laced neck adjustment

Warm hood

Long cut

Compliant with the New Zealand forestry owner’s association daytime 
specifications, class FID

Sizes S-7XL

Available in Black/Fluoro Yellow or Black/Flouro Orange
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WORKWEAR
+

ARCANE ANORAK
This Anorak perfect for anything outdoors in winter basically. Tough dual layer 
laminated nylon outer fabric is backed with a fluffy fleece lining, combining to create a 
water and wind-resistant, toasty warm jacket. will keep you super warm in just about all 
conditions. 

Laminated nylon outer 

Fleece lined 

Zipped kangaroo pocket with domed flap 

Two hip pockets  

Adjustable hood  

Sizes S-4XL

Available in Khaki
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ARCUS TOP
Made out of a heavy polyester knit with a brushed inner, the Arcus combines 
performance materials with casual style. These will get the tick from the wife 
or girlfriend to wear out to dinner as well as keeping you warm on those frosty 
mornings in the hills.

Heavy polyester knit with brushed inner

Zippered chest pocket

Custom leather badge and zip tab

Sizes S-4XL

Available in Walnut or Slate

CIRRUS HOODIE
Made of a really thick and heavy polyester knit with a brushed inner, the Cirrus 
is bloody warm and classic in style. Water-resistant Polycotton Oxford shoulder 
panels and hood offer extra protection from light rain and cold wind. A full-length 
zip and two warm lower pockets round out this cleanly styled hoodie.

Heavy polyester knit with a brushed inner

Water-resistant Polycotton Oxford shoulder panels and hood

Full-length two tab, custom Hunters Element zip

Two warm, lower pockets

Custom leather badge

Sizes S-4XL

Available in Gravel or Black

Colours

RETRO HOODIE V2
The Retro is the warmest hoodie you’re ever going to own. The 485gsm fleece is thicker 
than sheep’s coat and just as fluffy inside. If that wasn’t enough it’s also got a water-
resistant, windbreak hood and shoulders.

485gsm fleece

Custom metal zip

Water-resistant, windbreak hood and shoulders

Two generous lower pockets

Sizes S-4XL

Available in Black or Navy
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COVERT HOODIE
Hunters Element hoodies are possibly the warmest and most comfortable on the 
planet. The top quality, thick material means they’ll keep you toasty all winter, plus they 
look sweet.

Made from top grade cotton and polyester

Premium quality and super warm

Traditional hoodie kangaroo pocket

Sizes S-4XL

Available in Desolve® Veil™ or Blak™ camouflage

RANGE ZIP HOODIE
Hunters Element hoodies are possibly the warmest and most comfortable on the 
planet. The top quality, thick material means they’ll keep you toasty all winter, plus they 
look sweet.

Made from top grade cotton and polyester

Premium quality and super warm

Full-length two-tab, custom Hunters Element zip

Traditional lower pockets

Sizes S-4XL

Available in Black

SQUALL JACKET V2
This top is a furnace! Imagine a toasty, open fire lit room on a cold night and 
you’ll get a feel for the Squall Jacket. We created this guy for those frozen winter 
mornings when you loathe the thought of heading outside. We then made it look 
sharp as a tack, so you can wear it out to dinner. The Squall is the ultimate level of 
comfort, style, and warmth.

485gsm Sherpa fleece

Zippered chest pocket

Two lower pockets

Full-Length SBS zip

Embroidered logo on shoulder

Custom leather badge

Sizes S-4XL

Available in Black or Forest Green
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RED STAG ZIP HOODIE
Hunters Element hoodies are possibly the warmest and most comfortable on the 
planet. The top quality, thick material means they’ll keep you toasty all winter, plus they 
look sweet.

Made from top grade cotton and polyester

Premium quality and super warm

Full-length two-tab, custom Hunters Element zip

Traditional lower pockets

Sizes S-4XL

Available in Navy

STAPLE HOODIE
Hunters Element hoodies are possibly the warmest and most comfortable on the 
planet. The top quality, thick material means they’ll keep you toasty all winter, plus they 
look sweet.

Made from top grade cotton and polyester

Premium quality and super warm

Traditional hoodie kangaroo pocket

Sizes S-4XL

Available in Black

TINE HOODIE
Hunters Element hoodies are possibly the warmest and most comfortable on the 
planet. The top quality, thick material means they’ll keep you toasty all winter, plus they 
look sweet.

Made from top grade cotton and polyester

Premium quality and super warm

Traditional hoodie kangaroo pocket

Sizes S-4XL

Available in Khaki
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SKULL HUNTER SWEATER
Hunters Element sweaters are possibly the warmest and most comfortable on the 
planet. The top quality, thick material means they’ll keep you toasty all winter, plus they 
look sweet.

Made from top grade cotton and polyester

Premium quality and super warm

Relaxed fit

Sizes S-4XL

Available in Black

TROPHY SWEATER
Hunters Element sweaters are possibly the warmest and most comfortable on the 
planet. The top quality, thick material means they’ll keep you toasty all winter, plus they 
look sweet.

Made from top grade cotton and polyester

Premium quality and super warm

Relaxed fit

Sizes S-4XL

Available in Grey Marle

HUXLEY SHIRT
The Huxley is made from organic, natural materials. When it’s finally covered in 
stains and full of holes and rips, don’t throw it in the bin;  
Just remove the label and chuck it in the compost. The buttons are  
even biodegradable wood, every little bit helps!

$1 goes towartds the LEAVE ONLY TRAILS FUND™, investing in sustainability and 
environmental restoration for hunters and anglers

Sustainable, biodegradable, durable, hypoallergenic  
100% organic cotton oxford fabric

Wooden biodegradable buttons

Soft collar

Short sleeves

Full-length button closure

Two handy chest pockets with button closure

Sizes S-4XL

Available in Deep Plaid or Navy/Red Plaid

Colours
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ODYSSEY JACKET & PANTS
The Odyssey range is like nothing else on the market. Although it looks like 
another raincoat the Odyssey is so much more. It was designed in the hills by 
professional hunters who smash gear harder and faster than any of us. Every 
detail from the angle of the pocket zips to the waterproof membrane was 
stringently and ruthlessly developed to produce hunting outer layers that fit 
better than the others, last longer than the others, feels better than the others and 
performs like nothing you’ve ever experienced. 

22,000mm waterproof rating (JIS testing)

10,000gm/m2/24hr breathability rating

A durable, recycled, recyclable, waterproof & breathable RPET DURAWEAVE 
ULTRA™ outer fabric with PFC free durable water repellent coating

Available in Desolve® Veil™ Camouflage

WOMEN’S GEAR - OUTER LAYER

Jacket: 
Two streamlined chest pockets with 
ample room for big binos

Fully adjustable TunnelTECH™ 
hood with a stiff yet flexible 
peak, ergonomic, shape, plenty of 
peripheral vision and one-touch 
pullers

Adjustable cuffs and waistband

Giant pit-zips to dump heat quickly 
on the move

Full-length YKK® zip

Sizes 6-18

Pants: 
Articulated knees and sculpted 
athletic shape

Full-length YKK® zippers for easy 
slipover use in the field

Reinforced inner ankle gussets for 
added boot scuffing protection

Adjustable ankle cuffs

Heavy-duty belt loops

Five streamlined pockets with ample 
space for all manner of hunting 
necessities

Sizes 6-16

WOMEN’S GEAR
FOR THE HARDCORE 

HUNTRESS
Our ever-expanding women’s range has been 

designed closely with our team of dedicated, hardcore 
huntresses to deliver the most comfortable, technical, 

athletic garments possible for the ultimate user 
experience. The range works as a complete clothing 
system from base layer through to barrier, covering 

all hunting conditions. Get into your element with 
performance clothing sculpted to fit and designed for 

absolute comfort! 



STORM JACKET
The Storm Jacket offers the ultra-light full zip option for extreme weather. 
Designed as a super packable option for when the weather takes an 
unexpected turn or for use when things cool down or get wet. The Storm 
Jacket packs down incredibly small and weighs next to nothing, so you will 
barely notice it’s sitting in the bottom of your pack. But when it’s needed, 
it’s extremely waterproof and breathable, just like your traditionally heavier 
and bulkier work-horse rain layer. Unlike a lot of back-up style rainwear, the 
Storm jacket was designed with all the important features you still need 
including a longer cut jacket, athletic cut, multiple pockets, sculpted hood 
and many more. The jacket packs down tiny into its own pocket when not in 
use so it can disappear into the bottom of your pack.

10,000mm waterproof rating

6,000gm/m2/24hr breathability rating

Weight Sz 8: 540 grams

Hydrafuse™ TECHLITE™ waterproof and breathable 3 layer fabric

Full-length zip with velcro storm flap

Seam-sealed

Fixed hood with TunnelTECH™ hood and peripheral vision adjustments with 
one touch pullers

Two large hip pockets

Velcro cuff adjusters

Seamless shoulders

PFC free DWR

Sizes 6-22

Available in Black
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HALO JACKET & OBSIDIAN TROUSERS
The Halo and Obsidian offer an ultra-light option for extreme weather. Designed 
as a super packable option for when the weather takes an unexpected turn or for 
use when things cool down or get wet. They pack down incredibly small and weigh 
next to nothing, so you will barely notice them sitting in the bottom of your pack. 
But when they’re needed, they’re extremely waterproof and breathable, just like 
your traditionally heavier and bulkier work-horse rain layer. Unlike a lot of backup 
style rainwear, the Halo & Obsidian were designed with all the important features 
you still need including a longer cut jacket, athletic shape, sculpted hood and 
many more. Both the trousers and jacket pack down tiny into their own pockets 
when not in use so they can disappear into the bottom of your pack.

10,000mm waterproof rating

6,000gm/m2/24hr breathability rating

Hydrafuse™ TECHLITE™ waterproof and breathable 3 layer fabric

PFC free DWR

When packed down, belt loops allow you to attach it to any belt or strap

Halo Jacket: 
Weight Sz M: 525 grams

Half-length zip with domed storm flap

Seam-sealed, with seamless shoulders

Fixed TunnelTECH™ hood with one-
touch peripheral vision adjustment 
pullers

Large chest pocket

Velcro cuff adjusters

Sizes 6-18

Available in Forest Green

Obsidian Trousers: 
Weight Sz M: 375 grams

Seam-sealed

Full-length SBS side-zip for easy slip 
over boots in the field

Articulated knees

Belt loops

Adjustable ankle cuffs

Sizes 6-18

Available in Forest Green or Black



LEGACY JACKET
The Legacy is the brainchild of the Hunters Element head product designer. He 
wanted to create the ultimate mid/outer layer that could be used on just about 
every hunt. The Legacy was made to keep you warm while glassing and stalking 
without overheating, as so often happens with membrane lined outer layers. He 
then took every top-quality feature he could find and packed them into the jacket. 
The purpose-built 290gsm Hydrafuse HYBRIDTECH, RPET recycled fabric uses 
a 90gsm water-resistant, two-way stretch outer with a 200gsm fleece inner. This 
means that the jacket is really warm but breathes exceptionally well, all the while 
remaining quiet, soft and blocking out about 90% of the wind. The Legacy is the 
absolute ultimate bridge between outer and mid layers for the serious huntress.

Weight Sz M: 700g 

Cuts wind

Detachable TunnelTECH™ hood which can also be folded away into collar

Highly breathable wind/water-resistant, recyclable, Hydrafuse™ HYBRIDTECH™ 
2-way stretch fabric; made from recycled polyester.

Double-stitched for extra durability

Full-length front YKK® zip

Chest pocket

Adjustable Velcro cuffs

Waist drawstring

PFC free durable water repellent

Zippered handwarmer pockets

29 plastic bottles saved from ending up in landfill

Sizes 6-18

Available in Black
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BOULDER TROUSERS
The lightweight, water-resistant outer and high loft fleece inner makes these 
extremely versatile pants. 290gsm Hydrafuse™ HYBRIDTECH™, RPET recycled 
fabric uses a 90gsm water-resistant, two-way stretch outer with a 200gsm fleece 
inner.

This RPET fabric is made from 100% recycled polyethylene terephthalate (Plastic 
Bottles). This is just as durable as virgin fabric but saves 24 bottles from ending 
up in the landfill.

This means that the pants are really warm but breathe exceptionally well, all 
the while remaining quiet, soft and blocking out about 90% of the wind. These 
medium warmth pants are suited for colder weather hunting when you want some 
extra warmth without the sweat factor that comes with waterproof/windproof 
pants. Packed full of pockets and features, the Boulder trousers are extremely 
comfortable and versatile.

Highly breathable wind/water-resistant, recyclable, Hydrafuse™ HYBRIDTECH™ 
2-way stretch fabric; made from recycled polyester

Dome ankle cuff adjusters

Two zippered thigh pockets

YKK® zips

Zip and button fly

Articulated knees

Gusseted inner ankle panels for added protection

Large belt loops

PFC free durable water repellent

Sizes 6-22

Available in Forest Green or Grey/Black
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ZENITH TOP
Designed as a true technical hunting mid layer. The Zenith Top is one of the most 
balanced mid layers available today. This is THE GO-TO TOP for all conditions, all 
situations, all hunts. The Zenith is light, warm, tough and breathes well when the heat 
comes on. It utilizes a 280gsm RPET recycled polyester hard-faced, high wicking fleece 
for the main body, and a 205gsm GRIDstretch™, high wicking, high breathability fleece 
for the underarms. A “body mapped” design for the ultimate in warmth, wicking & 
breathability. The high collar protects from harsh sun and cold wind.

High cut collar for wind and sun protection

Highly breathable 205gsm GRIDstretch™, high wicking fleece under arms

A durable, recycled, recyclable RPET 280gsm hard-faced,  
high wicking fleece main body and outer arms

Lightweight and packable

Slimline chest pocket for crucial equipment

1/2 front zipper for temperature regulation

Body-mapped design for athletic fit, maximum  
movement and heat control in high sweat areas

Sizes 6-16

Available in Desolve® Veil™ or Forest Green
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SPUR PANTS
The Spur Pants represents the pinnacle in year-round hunting pants. They have been 
designed to be durable, light and practical. This light nature combined with thigh vents 
allows them to be nice and cool in summer and paired with an underlayer, warm enough 
in winter. The new Articulated knees and an athletic cut mean they feel amazing in the 
field and the convenience of multiple streamlined pockets means they will become an 
essential bit of kit for any hunt.

Durable Hydrafuse™ ToughStretch™ ultrafine 4-way stretch RPET fabric; made from 
100% recycled polyethylene terephthalate (Plastic Bottles)

A tough, 4-way stretch, 370gsm Hydrafuse™ SCRAPEarmor™ fabric on the knees, 
seat and lower legs to add extra durability in the high demand areas

Two traditional front pockets

Two zippered cargo pockets

One rear zippered pocket

Crotch gusset

Dome ankle cuff adjusters

Zippered mesh side vents

Articulated knees

YKK® zippers

PFC free durable water repellent

Sizes 6-16

Available in Desolve® Veil™ or Forest Green 
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ECLIPSE TOP
The Eclipse Top is our premium warm season base layer. It’s made from bamboo 
charcoal infused honeycomb fabric. This sounds weird but all you really need to 
know is that it wicks sweat like crazy and is extremely fast drying. It utilizes two 
high-performance fabrics in a body-mapped design to ensure you stay dry and cool 
while hunting in warmer climates. It also feels amazing on the skin! 

Body-mapped design

Lightweight and packable

145gsm bamboo charcoal infused honeycomb fabric for the best in wicking, quick-
drying and anti-odour control

UPF 30+

Sizes 6-16

Available in Desolve® Veil™ Camouflage

WHAKARAPU LS HOOD
The Whakarapu LS Hood from the TOA Hunter-Gatherer range is long, warm and tough. 
The features and design draw inspiration from TOA’s values of respecting tradition, 
seeking challenges, and being a guardian of our natural environment. 

A durable 245gsm micro-fleece

Warm hood

Domed chest pocket

Long length cut

Traditional laced neck adjustment

Sizes 6-18

Available in Black or Rose/Black

STELLAR JACKET
This top is a furnace! Imagine a toasty, open fire lit room on a cold night and you’ll get 
a feel for the Stellar Jacket. We created this for those frozen winter mornings when you 
loathe the thought of heading outside. The Stellar is the ultimate level of comfort, style, 
and warmth. 

Weight Sz8: 700g

485gsm Sherpa fleece

Warm hood

Two lower pockets

Full-Length zip

Sizes 6-18

Available in Night Blue and Black
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CORE TOP & LEGGINGS
The Core base layer is designed to regulate your body temperature at the 
base level through all weather conditions. The body-mapped design has been 
athletically shaped, so the high wicking fabric can sit tight to the body in order to 
absorb and disperse as much sweat as possible, all the while allowing maximum 
movement in the high stretch areas. The unique heat control technology means 
that although the Core has incredible warmth properties while worn under a mid-
layer, it also has the ability to cool rapidly when exposed to external air.

Flatlock seams

4-way stretch polyester, highly breathable and high wicking fabric

Athletic cut for maximum mobility in high stretch areas

Muscle compression design for increased stamina

Body mapping technology for ultimate temperature and moisture regulation

All-weather base layer for temperatures 5°C to 15°C

Available in Desolve® Veil™ or Desolve® Blak™ Camouflage

Core Top: 
Sizes 6-16

Core Leggings: 
Rear stash pocket

Sizes 6-18

CORE SINGLET
A high functioning, high performing active top for demanding situations. The CORE 
Singlet is cut to a performance fit, for maximum comfort and maximum sweat 
wicking. The compression weave is designed to cling tight to the body to help 
with muscle fatigue and rapid wicking. The design has been athletically shaped, 
so the high wicking fabric can sit tight to the body in order to absorb and disperse 
as much sweat as possible, all the while allowing maximum movement in the high 
movement areas. The unique heat control technology means that although the 
Core has incredible warmth properties while worn under a mid layer, it also has 
the ability to cool rapidly when exposed to external air. The Core should be used 
in temperatures ranging from 5C to 15C for maximum performance. For colder 
conditions, the CORE+ range is recommended.

Flatlock seams

4-way stretch polyester, highly breathable and high wicking fabric

Racerback for maximum mobility

Muscle compression design for increased stamina

Body mapping technology for ultimate temperature and moisture regulation

All-weather base layer for temperatures 5°C to 15°C

Sizes 6-16

Available in Black or Desolve® Veil™ Camouflage
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SINGNATURE HUNTERS LEGGINGS
The Signature Hunters Leggings are our next generation performance legging, 
crafted for pushing yourself beyond your limits. The high-performance and 
buttery soft, DryLuxx™ 4-way stretch fabric provides unrestricted movement and a 
body-sculpting fit. They are ankle-length and have a high waistband that supports 
your core and is fitted with an internal drawstring so sits in place.  The ultimate 
leggings that are both flattering and practical with two external pockets, perfect 
for stashing your phone and other essentials whist you’re on the move. 

75% Nylon, 25% Spandex DryLuxx™ fabric  

4-way stretch for unrestricted movement 

High-wicking  

Quick drying 

High waistband 

Internal waist drawstring  

Ankle length  

Body-sculpting fit 

UPF 30+  

Dual side pockets  

Flatlock seams  

Screen printed

Sizes 6-16

Available in Black & Khaki

CORE+ TOP & LEGGINGS
The Core+ base layer is designed for the coldest conditions. It utilises Thermal 
GridTech™ technology designed to retain maximum heat and rapidly disperse 
moisture to the outer surface. The body-mapped design has been athletically 
shaped, so the high wicking fabric can sit tight to the body in order to absorb and 
disperse as much sweat as possible, all the while allowing maximum movement 
in the high stretch areas. The warm nature and fast sweat distribution properties 
mean that the Core+ is a perfect base layer under warm outers in cold climates as 
well as a standalone layer in the mild parts of the day.

Flatlock seams

Thermal GridTech™ high wicking, heat retention 4-way stretch fabric

Athletic cut for maximum mobility in high stretch areas

Muscle compression design for increased stamina

Body Mapping Technology for ultimate temperature and moisture regulation

Cold weather base layer for temperatures -5°C to 10°C

Available in Black

Core+ Top: 
Sizes 6-16

Core+ Leggings: 
Sizes 6-18
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DIVIDE HOODIE
Made of a really thick and heavy polyester knit with a brushed inner, the Divide is bloody 
warm and classic in style. Water-resistant Polycotton Oxford shoulder panels and hood 
offer extra protection from light rain and cold wind. A full-length zip and two warm lower 
pockets round out this cleanly styled hoodie.

Heavy polyester knit with a brushed inner

Water-resistant Polycotton Oxford shoulder panels and hood

Full-length zip

Two warm, lower pockets

Sizes 6-16

Available in Black

SIGNATURE HUNTERS HOODIE
Hunters Element hoodies are possibly the warmest and most comfortable on the 
planet. The top quality, thick material means they’ll keep you toasty all winter, plus they 
look sweet.

Made from top grade cotton and polyester

Premium quality and super warm

Traditional kangaroo pocket

Sizes 6-16

Available in Pebble

Colour

WOMEN’S
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RED STAG ZIP HOODIE
Hunters Element hoodies are possibly the warmest and most comfortable on the 
planet. The top quality, thick material means they’ll keep you toasty all winter, plus they 
look sweet.

Made from top grade cotton and polyester

Premium quality and super warm

Full-length two-tab, custom Hunters Element zip

Traditional lower pockets

Sizes 6-16

Available in Shadow

HIGH TAIL HOODIE
Hunters Element hoodies are possibly the warmest and most comfortable on the 
planet. The top quality, thick material means they’ll keep you toasty all winter, plus they 
look sweet.

Made from top grade cotton and polyester

Premium quality and super warm

Full-length two-tab, custom Hunters Element zip

Traditional lower pockets

Sizes 6-16

Available in Navy

MAIMAI HOODIE
Hunters Element hoodies are possibly the warmest and most comfortable on the 
planet. The top quality, thick material means they’ll keep you toasty all winter, plus they 
look sweet.

Made from top grade cotton and polyester

Premium quality and super warm

Traditional kangaroo pocket

Sizes 6-16

Available in Sand



KID’S GEAR
BORN TO HUNT

For the hunting apprentices and little 
adventurers, we created gear that will keep up 

with them as they run a muck. We’ve take some 
of our top technical hunting gear and made it 

mini so there is no compromise in quality. Warm, 
tough as, lightweight and breathable we made 
sure comfort is key to help keep them happier 

out there for longer. 
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SHOCK JACKET
The Shock Jacket is crucial for keeping the kids dry and warm when out on adventures. 
The jackets has a strong and quiet Duraweave™ outer with a waterproof and breathable 
Hydrafuse™ Plus™ membrane. This means the jacket will keep the cold rain and wind 
out, but allow the body heat to breathe out when things warm up. The Shock true 
technical coat with quality zips, cuffs, TunnelTECH™ hood and PFC Free DWR coating.

Strong and quiet Duraweave™ outer with a waterproof and breathable Hydrafuse™ 
Plus™ membrane

Hung liner

PFC free DWR

Two lower handwarmer pockets

SBS zippers

Fixed hood with TunnelTECH™ adjustment

Elasicated cuffs

Seam-sealed

Full-length zip & domed stormflap for complete cover

Sizes 4-12

Available in Forest Green or Desolve® Veil™ Camouflage
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BOULDER PANTS
The lightweight water-resistant outer and high loft fleece inner makes these 
extremely versatile and warm trousers. The quality and exceptional features 
of these trousers will make them an indispensable part of your kit. Wind and 
light showers will never bother you again. Made from recycled polyethylene 
terephthalate (RPET) so you can also feel good about the environmental cost.

Cuts wind

A durable, recycled, recyclable RPET 2-way stretch fabric

Dry arse

Domed cuff adjusters

PFC free DWR

Sizes 8-14

Available in Desolve® Veil™ or Forest Green/Grey

KID’S GEAR - OUTER & MID LAYER

TAPUA BUSHCOAT
The Tāpua Bush Coat is Owen’s signature garment with his favourite Veil™ & Fire™ camo 
combo. Short sleeves let the heat out and give freedom of movement, so you don’t get 
tangled in your bow. When it gets cold chuck on the Core base layer and you’ll be toasty 
and warm without overheating. The shoulders, back and hood are made of a quiet and 
water-resistant outer, combined with a windproof and shower resistant membrane and 
fleece lining; an extremely versatile hunting jacket.

Let your actions speak louder than your words. The Tāpua Bush Coat will get you 
places. You will experience new things.

3 layer laminated fleece with a waterproof and breathable membrane

Windblock and shower resistant

Short sleeves

Long tail

Long SBS® zip lets the heat out

Fixed hood with TunnelTECH™ adjustment

Zippered chest pocket

Sizes 4-14

Available in Desolve® Fire™/Veil™ Camouflage
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ZENITH TOP
Designed as a true technical hunting mid layer. The Zenith Top is one of the most 
balanced mid layers available today. This is THE GO-TO TOP for all conditions, all 
situations, all hunts. The Zenith is light, warm, tough and breathes well when the heat 
comes on. It utilizes a 280gsm RPET recycled polyester hard-faced, high wicking fleece 
for the main body, and a 205gsm GRIDstretch, high wicking, high breathability fleece 
for the underarms. A “body mapped” design for the ultimate in warmth, wicking & 
breathability. The high collar protects from harsh sun and cold wind.

High cut collar for wind and sun protection

Highly breathable 205gsm GRIDstretch™, high wicking fleece under arms

A durable, recycled, recyclable RPET 280gsm hard-faced, high wicking fleece main 
body and outer arms

Lightweight and packable

Slimline chest pocket for crucial equipment

1/2 front zipper for temperature regulation

Body-mapped design for athletic fit, maximum movement and heat control in high 
sweat areas

Sizes 8-14

Available in Desolve® Veil™ or Forest Green
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WHAKARAPU HOOD
The Whakarapu Hood from the TOA Hunter-Gatherer range is long, warm and tough. 
The features and design draw inspiration from TOA’s values of respecting tradition, 
seeking challenges, and being a guardian of our natural environment. 

A durable 245gsm micro-fleece

Laced neck adjustment

Domed chest pocket

Warm hood

Long cut

Sizes 4-14 (Desolve® Veil™ 4-12)

Available in Black/Forest Green, Desolve® Veil™ Camouflage or Desolve® Veil™/
Fire™ Camouflage

VANTAGE HOODIE
The Vantage Hoodie is a sun shield and sweat vacuum. The key to comfort while 
performing high-intensity activities in the heat of summer is protecting the skin from 
the sun and removing the uncomfortable sweat that comes with the territory. The 
Vantage Hoodie has been designed for this job by covering as much of the body as 
possible and providing the best technology in moisture-wicking fabrics. It utilizes two 
high-performance fabrics in a body-mapped design to allow for maximum movement 
in the high stretch areas.

Body-mapped design

Lightweight and packable

A durable, recycled, recyclable RPET 145gsm sustainable bamboo charcoal 
infused honeycomb fabric on the upper thighs; for the best in wicking, quick drying 
and anti-odour control

High-wicking, highly breathable, quick-drying, super stretchy 125gsm heat control 
mesh fabric is placed in high movement areas

Integrated face mask with laser cut holes to avoid moisture build-up and fog

UPF 30+

Sizes 4-12

Available in Desolve® Veil™ Camouflage

15

WHAKARAPU LS HOOD
The Whakarapu LS Hood from the TOA Hunter-Gatherer range is long, warm and tough. 
The features and design draw inspiration from TOA’s values of respecting tradition, 
seeking challenges, and being a guardian of our natural environment. 

A durable 245gsm micro-fleece

Warm hood

Domed chest pocket

Long length cut

Traditional laced neck adjustment

Sizes 4-12

Available in Black/Forest Green or Desolve® Veil™/Black



ROAR CAP
Made from Prime Summer fuse mesh fabric, 
these caps are designed to keep your head cool 
in hot climates.

5 panel snapback with a curved peak

One size fits all

Available in Desolve® Veil™ Camouflage

KID’S GEAR - HEADWEAR

EXPLORE BEANIE
One size fits all

285gsm micro-fleece

Available in Forest Green

BORN HUNTER CAP
5 panel snapback with a curved peak.

One size fits all

Available in Navy
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KID’S

WILSON HOODIE
Hunters Element hoodies are possibly the warmest and most comfortable on the 
planet. The top quality, thick material means they’ll keep you toasty all winter, plus they 
look sweet.

Made from top grade cotton and polyester

Premium quality and super warm

Traditional hoodie kangaroo pocket

Sizes 4-12

Available in Desolve® Veil™ camouflage

TROPHY SWEATER
Hunters Element sweaters are possibly the warmest and most comfortable on the 
planet. The top quality, thick material means they’ll keep you toasty all winter, plus they 
look sweet.

Made from top grade cotton and polyester

Premium quality and super warm

Sizes 4-12

Available in Grey Marle



HEADWEAR

BOONIE HAT
The Boonie is super light and fits like a glove. 
Designed for those scorching hot days where the 
sun stings like all hell, and the sweat pours from 
your brow. For a full 360 degrees of face shade 
and intense moisture-wicking, you can’t beat the 
Boonie!

One size fits all

Available in Slate, Desolve® Veil™ or Fire™ 
Camouflage

WILSON BOONIE
The Wilson is durable and soft on the swede. 
Designed for those scorching hot days where the 
sun stings like all hell, and the sweat pours from 
your brow. For a full 360 degrees of face shade 
and a sharp look, set yourself up with the Wilson.

Boonie style hat

Custom Hunters Element® leather badge

Waxed cotton C-CORE fabric

One size fits all

Available in Forest Green

BRAEMAR HAT
The Braemar is durable and soft on the suede. 
Designed for those scorching hot days where 
the sun stings like all hell, and the sweat pours 
from your brow. For a full 360 degrees of face 
shade and a sharp look, set yourself up with the 
Braemar.

Boonie style hat

Custom Hunters Element® leather badge

Waxed cotton C-CORE fabric

One size fits all

Available in Taupo

HEADWEAR

The Hunters Element headwear range covers caps to 
beanies and everything in between. Keeping the sun 

off your face in the heat of the high country Summer, 
or trapping the heat in on the snow blown tops in the 

depths of winter, Hunters Element has you covered.



HEAT BEATER NUCLEUS CAP
Made from Prime Summer fuse mesh fabric, 
these caps are designed to keep your head cool 
in hot climates.

One size fits all

Available in Desolve® Veil™ or Desolve® Fire™ 
Camouflage

BASIN CAP
Made from Prime Summer fuse mesh fabric, 
these caps are designed to keep your head cool 
in hot climates.

One size fits all

Available in Desolve® Veil™ Camouflage

VISTA CAP
5 panel snapback with a curved peak.

One size fits all

Available in Desolve® Veil™, Desolve® Fire™, 
Desolve® Veil™/Fire™, Desolve® Veil™/Black or 
Navy

RED STAG CAP
5 panel snapback with a curved peak.

One size fits all

Available in Desolve® Veil™, Desolve® Fire™, 
Desolve® Veil™/Fire™, Desolve® Veil™/Black or 
Navy

HEAT BEATER STAG CAP
Made from Prime Summer fuse mesh fabric, 
these caps are designed to keep your head cool 
in hot climates.

One size fits all

Available in Desolve® Veil™ - Orange or Blue Stag  

or Desolve® Fire™ Camouflage - White Stag

A.H.C CAP
Made from Prime Summer fuse mesh fabric, 
these caps are designed to keep your head cool 
in hot climates.

One size fits all

Available in Desolve® Veil™/Forest Green or 
Desolve® Veil™/Fire™ Camouflage

BUNCH CAP
Made from Prime Summer fuse mesh fabric, 
these caps are designed to keep your head cool 
in hot climates.

One size fits all

Available in Desolve® Veil™ Camouflage

BADGE CAP
Made from Prime Summer fuse mesh fabric, 
these caps are designed to keep your head cool 
in hot climates.

One size fits all

Available in Desolve® Veil™ Camouflage

ROAR CAP (ADULT’S KID’S SIZES)
Made from Prime Summer fuse mesh fabric, 
these caps are designed to keep your head cool 
in hot climates.

Adults: One size fits all / Kids: One size fits all

Available in Desolve® Veil™ Camouflage
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PANORAMA CAP
5 panel snapback with a curved peak.

One size fits all

Available in Navy/Black

IRIDIUM CAP
6 panel snapback with a curved peak.

One size fits all

Available in Black

OTAGO CAP
5 panel snapback with a curved peak.

One size fits all

Available in Moss Green or Black

WILSON CAP
5 panel snapback with a curved peak.

One size fits all

Available in Brown/Light Brown

WILDERNESS CAP
5 panel snapback with a curved peak.

One size fits all

Available in Fern Green

BORN HUNTER CAP - KIDS
5 panel snapback with a curved peak.

One size fits all

Available in Navy

CREST CAP
7 panel slide adjust cap with a curved peak.

One size fits all

Waxed cotton C-CORE fabric

Available in Black/Forest Green

SIGNATURE DAD HAT
6 panel snapback with a flat peak.

One size fits all

Available in Rust Orange

ALP CAP
7 panel slide adjust cap with a curved peak.

One size fits all

Waxed cotton C-CORE fabric

Available in Nubuck or Black

HEADWEAR



FLAT PEAK ALP CAP
6 panel snapback with a flat peak.

One size fits all

Available in Desolve® Blak™ Camouflage

ELEMENT CAP
6 panel snapback with a flat peak.

One size fits all

Available in Black with Desolve® Veil™ 
Camouflage

EMBLEM DAD HAT
6 panel snapback with a flat peak.

One size fits all

Available in Moss Green

AUTHENTIC TRUCKER
7 panel snapback trucker cap with a flat peak.

One size fits all

Available in Black/Desolve® Veil™ Camouflage

STAMP SNAPBACK
6 panel snapback with a flat peak.

One size fits all

Available in Black/Desolve® Veil™ Camouflage

TOUGH HUNTERS TRUCKER
5 panel snapback trucker cap with a curved peak.

One size fits all

Available in Black/Desolve® Veil™ Camouflage

GRANITE TRUCKER CAP
5 panel snapback trucker cap with a curved peak.

One size fits all

Available in Black

TRADEMARK TRUCKER CAP
5 panel snapback trucker cap with a curved peak.

One size fits all

Available in Red/Blue/White

BULL TAHR TRUCKER CAP
5 panel snapback trucker cap with a curved peak.

One size fits all

Available in Navy
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BULL TAHR BEANIE
This beanie will keep your head and ears warm in 
the colder months. 

One size fits all

Available in Black or Khaki

TWIN PEAKS BEANIE
This beanie will keep your head and ears warm in 
the colder months. 

One size fits all

Available in Burgundy

LINE BEANIE
This beanie will keep your head and ears warm in 
the colder months. 

One size fits all

Available in Navy

YETI BEANIE
This beanie will keep your head and ears warm in 
the colder months. 

One size fits all

Available in Navy or Green

ORIGINAL BEANIE
This beanie will keep your head and ears warm in 
the colder months. 

One size fits all

Available in Navy

PURSUIT BEANIE
This beanie will keep your head and ears warm in 
the colder months. 

One size fits all

285gsm micro-fleece

Available in Blaze Orange (reversed) and  
Desolve® Veil™ Camouflage

QUEST BEANIE
This beanie will keep your head and ears warm in 
the colder months. 

One size fits all

285gsm micro-fleece

Available in Black

HEADWEAR

EXPLORE BEANIE
One size fits all

285gsm micro-fleece

Available in Forest Green

EXPLORE BEANIE - KID’S
One size fits all

285gsm micro-fleece

Available in Forest Green
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It’s critical that your hands are warm and protected in the mountains. Comfortable hands are better for gripping 
terrain, steadier at holding binoculars and smoother behind the trigger. The importance of concealing bright 
skin is also something that shouldn’t be overlooked in close-quarter stalking situations. The Hunters Element 
performance glove range has been crafted to offer key solutions for all hunting scenarios. Hunting requires 
lighter, faster drying, more durable gear than most other mountain sports, so we’ve sculpted and tailored our 
entire glove range to fill these high demands.

With the release of our new 2020 glove range, we will be offering a new 
POS sale system to help customers compare and have an easier time 
selecting the gloves they need. Traditionally, gloves are a somewhat 
messy product to display, so we want to offer a more attractive package. 
After the success of our CORE RANGE merchandising system this year, 
we believe we can all do just as good a job in the glove department. 

The new display stand will clip into our current slat wall, or it can be 
screwed into any standard wall. By providing something both visually 
appealing and information rich, we will be able to drive higher sales and 
improve brand experience.

SLAT WALL DISPLAY STAND

WATERPROOF & BREATHABLE, 
HYDRAFUSE™ INTERNAL MEMBRANE

HIGHLY DURABLE OUTER

INTERNAL FLEECE

BLIZZARD GLOVES

It’s critical that your hands are warm and protected in the mountains. Comfortable hands are better for gripping 
terrain, steadier at holding binoculars and smoother behind the trigger. The importance of concealing bright 
skin is also something that shouldn’t be overlooked in close-quarter stalking situations. The Hunters Element 
performance glove range has been crafted to offer key solutions for all hunting scenarios. Hunting requires 
lighter, faster drying, more durable gear than most other mountain sports, so we’ve sculpted and tailored our 
entire glove range to fill these high demands.

With the release of our new 2020 glove range, we will be offering a new 
POS sale system to help customers compare and have an easier time 
selecting the gloves they need. Traditionally, gloves are a somewhat 
messy product to display, so we want to offer a more attractive package. 
After the success of our CORE RANGE merchandising system this year, 
we believe we can all do just as good a job in the glove department. 

The new display stand will clip into our current slat wall, or it can be 
screwed into any standard wall. By providing something both visually 
appealing and information rich, we will be able to drive higher sales and 
improve brand experience.

SLAT WALL DISPLAY STAND

WATERPROOF & BREATHABLE, 
HYDRAFUSE™ INTERNAL MEMBRANE

HIGHLY DURABLE OUTER

INTERNAL FLEECE

BLIZZARD GLOVES

SLAT WALL DISPLAY STAND
For the Hunter Element glove range, we’re offering a POS system to help 
customers compare and have an easier time selecting the gloves they 
need. Traditionally, gloves are a somewhat messy product to display, 
so we want to offer a more attractive package. After the success of our 
CORE range merchandising system, we’re applying the same concept to 
do just as good a job in the glove department. 
 
The glove display stand clips into our slat wall or it can be screwed into 
any standard wall. By providing something both visually appealing and 
information rich, we will be able to drive higher sales and improve brand 
experience.
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LEGACY GLOVES
Premium grip and insulation with intense breathability. The Legacy Gloves are built 
for cool condition hunting encounters. This Hydrafuse® HYBRIDTECH™ fabric is a 
warm, two-way stretch, hard-faced fleece made from recycled polyester. The extra 
breathability is designed specifically for the temperature fluctuations that come 
with most hunting scenarios, including cold mornings glassing, followed by hot 
hill climbs. The unique and revolutionary silicone grip-print eliminates the need for 
rigid palm and finger panels as well as increasing grip by over 70%.

Hydrafuse® HYBRIDTECH™ two-way stretch,

hard-faced fleece fabric made from recycled polyester.

Durable, recycled, RPET fabric

PFC free durable water repellent coating

Silicone grip print

Sizes S-2XL

Available in Grey/Green or Desolve® Veil™ Camouflage

CRUX GLOVES & CRUX FINGERLESS GLOVES
Extreme grip, dexterity and breathability. The Crux stalking gloves are cut from 
our lightweight Hydrafuse® ToughStretch™ fabric, a new generation of ultrafine 
4-way stretch fabric which breathes insanely well in hot conditions while remaining 
durable. The unique and revolutionary silicone grip-print eliminates the need for 
rigid palm and finger panels and increases grip by over 70%. The Crux gloves are 
suited to all warm and mild weather hunting scenarios where additional grip and 
concealment are required. The Fingerless Crux glove option are for those who want 
to keep their fingers free for higher sensitivity applications, such as trigger feel.

Lightweight, durable, ultrafine 4-way stretch Hydrafuse® ToughStretch™ fabric

Silicone grip print

UPF 30+

PFC free durable water repellent coating

Sizes S-XL

Available in Desolve® Veil™ Camouflage

BLIZZARD GLOVES
Optimized waterproofing and heat retention. The quiet and rugged RPET 
DURAWEAVE ULTRA™ outer, married with an Amara leather palm grip, provides 
premium durability and grip for extreme terrain. The Hydrafuse® GRA-SP™ 
internal waterproof membrane is extremely waterproof and breathable to offer 
your hands complete shielding from external water sources while promoting 
sweat vaping. SPLITfibre™ synthetic fill insulation offers maximum warmth with 
continued performance properties when water does find it’s way in from the inside 
of the gloves. The Blizzards are designed for maximum performance in extreme 
conditions.

10,000mm waterproof rating & 5,000gm/m2/24hr breathability rating

Hydrafuse® GRA-SP™ internal waterproof membrane

Durable, recycled, RPET DURAWEAVE ULTRA™ outer fabric with PFC free durable 
water repellent coating

SPLITfibre™ high loft synthetic insulation

Amara leather palm

Touch screen compatible

Sizes S-2XL

Available in Grey/Green or Desolve® Veil™ Camouflage
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Crux Gloves:  
Full-finger

Touch screen compatible  

Crux Finglerless Gloves: 
Fingerless



SUMMIT PACK
Long excursions and lofty ambitions require a pack that can carry in everything 
you need to dominate the elements on week-long hunts, and carry out the reward 
of the months of preparation.

The Hunters Element Summit Pack is built with comfort in mind while offering 
superb functionality. Available in 2 sizes the adjustable top provides up to an 
extra 10L of storage ensuring that the Summit Pack will cater for every trip. The 
cutting-edge HYDRAFUSE™ DRYSTEALTH™ HD outer fabric reduces weight by 20% 
(compared to previous material), increases durability, dries faster, and holds less 
water to keep the weight down when raining.

65L & 85L capacity

Pack net weight = 2400g, 2500g

HYDRAFUSE™ DRYSTEALTH™ Cordura® outer fabric

Height adjustable Foam Flow harness with load transfer sidebars

Quick Click™ rifle scabbard

2 x ice axe/walking pole attachment points

Heavy-duty YKK® zippers

Double skin technology

Full compression straps

Top loading with full-length access

6 accessory pockets

Orange rain cover

PFC free DWR

Available in Forest Green

PACKS

PACKS
DURABILITY AND COMFORT

Hunters Element packs are made using the finest fabrics 
and trims. All zippers used are YKK® and we guarantee 

they won’t break, jam or let you down. All our packs 
feature ‘Double Skin Technology’; which strengthens all 
seams to prevent tearing. Our packs are also hydration 

bladder compatible, so you can keep hydrated on the go.

Bags and packs are a core part of your kit and failure is 
not an option. We have spent hours in the hills with our 

packs loaded to the brim. It is only after this rigorous 
testing that we approve them to go to the market.

PACK FEATURES
Hunters Element packs are designed and created with 

various product features to suit the varied needs of our 
customers. Over the page is some information to help 

you understand what each pack has to offer, and which 
product is right for you.  



BOUNDARY PACK
The boundary pack is a premium day pack for the hunters who carry camera 
equipment, spotting scopes and heavy loads of meat. Alternatively, it can be run as 
a midsize, light overnight mission pack. We’ve packed all our best features into this 
bag with strong construction, technical pocket layout and premium materials.

The custom adjustment, full-support Foam Flow™ harness offers maximum 
comfort and weight distribution while carrying loads of all weights. The five 
accessory pockets allow you to separate wet jackets from the main compartment, 
store scopes, cameras and tripods in fast-access positions. A top-loading closure 
and multiple compression zip design mean you can cram in lots of gear easily 
and cinch everything down tight to eliminate movement inside the pack. Ice axe/
walking pole attachments and Quick Click™ rifle scabbard allow you to attach your 
gear quickly and easily and the full cover blaze orange rain cover ensures your kit 
stays dry in turbulent conditions. YKK® Zippers and YNS® Buckle hardware finish 
the boundary off as one of the toughest and most reliable serious hunting packs 
on the market.

35L Capacity

Pack net weight = 2250g

Height adjustable FOAM FLOW™ harness

Top loading

Side compression straps

5 accessory pockets

YKK® zippers

YNS® buckle hardware

2 x ice axe/walking pole attachment points

Quick Click™ rifle scabbard

Blaze orange rain cover

Available in Desolve® Veil™ Camouflage or Forest Green

CANYON PACK
Made from quiet and durable StealthSHELL™ fabric with dual-layer reinforcing, the 
Canyon Pack is perfect for all-day hunts. The pack features a quick release, side 
rifle holding system and bow attachment. The large main compartment is quickly 
accessed with a single zip while multiple additional pockets provide plenty of 
space for crucial gear isolation. Hip pad and internal AnchorLOK™ webbing make 
bullet access fast and a blaze orange rain cover is hidden away in the pocket 
underneath. The reinforced bottom section adds extra durability and extra-thick 
foam padding on the straps and back offer increased comfort. The Foam Flow™ 
harness employs clever air channels between the foam sections to allow fresh 
air to pass over your back and a sculpted aluminium brace supports heavy loads.
The Ravine is right in that sweet spot where it’s big enough to carry a jersey, water, 
lunch, camera, binos and a raincoat.

25L Capacity

Pack net weight = 1680g

FOAM FLOW™ harness

Quick Click™ rifle scabbard

Bow/gear holder

Elastic mesh water bottle holder

Hydration bladder capable

Blaze orange rain cover

QIK ADJUST™ chest strap

YKK® zips

Orange blaze reinforced lining

Available in Desolve® Veil™ Camouflage or Forest Green
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VERTICAL PACK
Made from quiet and durable WaterTEC™ DRYstealth™ fabric with dual-layer 
reinforcing. The Vertical Pack is a great little day pack. Big enough to carry lunch, 
camera, binos and your jersey but small enough not to get caught up in the bush 
when pushing through tight scrub.

15L Capacity

Comfortable FOAM FLOW™ harness

Rear pocket with gear organisers

Safety whistle

Blaze orange rain cover

QIK ADJUST™ chest strap

YKK® zips

Blue blaze reinforced lining

Hydration bladder capable

Pack net weight = 855g

Available in Desolve® Veil Camouflage or Forest Green

BLUFF PACKABLE PACK
The Bluff Packable Pack is designed to be worn on your belt or in a pouch and 
pulled out to carry meat or clothing when needed.

15L or 25L capacity

Belt loops

Packable backpack

Easily stowed and deployed when needed

Ideal for carrying meat out

Roll-top closure

Lightweight and quick-drying polyester

Available in Blaze Orange

FLUID PACK
Stay hydrated wherever the adventure takes you. The low-profile Fluid Pack makes 
it easier to keep you on the move. Compatible with a 2L bladder and with additional 
cargo for holding extra layers. The adjustable custom fit strap provides stability 
and comfort through rough terrain. With a load-bearing waist belt featuring 
zippered storage pockets for keeping your essentials close at hand, and rubber  
pull tabs making it easy to open whilst wearing gloves.  

6.5L Cargo space for essentials

Pack net weight = 650g

Lightweight bladder pack compatible with 2L bladder (not included) 

Multiple chest adjustments for custom fit 

FOAM FLOW™ harness for ventilation and cooling 

Secure zippered pockets keep your smartphone in easy reach 

AnchorLOK™ webbing attachments

Overload compression straps

Available in Desolve® Veil™ or Forest Green 

PACKS



BINO DEFENDER
A comfortable, durable, extremely streamlined system that keeps your binoculars 
handy and protects them from weather and impact.

Removable, adjustable, ergonomic, elasticated harness

Magnetic silent closure

3 outer pockets for wind checker, drop charts etc

FOAM FLOW™ back for breathability

Will fit most popular 10 x 42 roof prism binoculars

Sizes Standard or Magnum

Available in Forest Green or Desolve® Veil™ Camouflage 

DIVIDE BELT BAG
The Divide is the full-noise, do-everything belt bag. With included shoulder harness 
and exterior carry loops it can be used as a small and light belt bag, or a heavily 
loaded, longer mission pack. With so many expandable pockets, drink holders, and 
internal organisation, you can customise your load-out to suit your needs exactly.

5 pockets

6 bullet loops

Quality buckles

YKK® zippers

Adjustable waist belt

Available in Forest Green or Desolve® Veil™ Camouflage

LEGEND BELT BAG
Keep your essentials at hand on short hunts.

Twin pockets

6 bullet loops

YKK zippers

Adjustable waist belt

Available in Forest Green or Desolve® Veil™ Camouflage 
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ACCESSORIES
ESSENTIALS
Hunters Element accessories range a list of some of the most 
important additions to any hunters core range of gear. From gaiters to 
shell belts and meat safes, don’t be caught short in the field without 
the essentials.



RANGEFINDER DEFENDER
The Rangefinder Defender is a hardy protective pouch for your valuable 
rangefinder. A strong and quiet magnetic closure makes grabbing your rangefinder 
out and putting it away an easy, one-handed, no-look process. Small loops are 
attached to each side as safety tethers so you can connect the rangefinder’s wrist 
or neck loop. We’ve used our AnchorLOK™ attachment system so it can be easily 
and securely attached to your Bino Defender, belt, pack webbing, etc.

Quiet and strong magnetic closure

AnchorLOK™ attachment system

Designed to fit the Hunters Element® Bino Defender

Available in Desolve® Veil™ Camouflage

FOCUS BINO HARNESS
The Hunters Element Focus Bino Harness is the most functional binocular harness 
system ever created, with adjustable straps to fit a wide range of binoculars. It 
holds your binoculars tight to your chest and is designed for quiet, one-handed 
use.

One size fits all

Available in Slate

EDGE POUCH
Made from WaterTEC™ Hydrafuse™ DryShell™ fabric, the Edge Pouch is a great 
ammo pouch and will attach to any trouser belt. Great to carry the bare essentials 
when you are on any hunt.

Large 1.75L / Medium 1.25L / Small 0.6L capacity

Belt attachment

Padded for comfort

Ammo loops

Quality zips

Available in Desolve® Veil™ Camouflage

LATITUDE GPS POUCH
Designed for quick access to your GPS on the move. The Latitude sits on you chest 
attachment, bino defender or backpack strap and opens down with one pull quick 
pull. Two zips are also included for added security.

AnchorLOK™ attachment system

Quiet access

Fits a large range of radio/GPS/handsets/tracking devices

Available in Forest Green or Desolve® Veil™ Camouflage
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CALIBER POUCH
Keep your essentials at hand on short hunts.

Large 1.75L / Medium 1.25L / Small 0.6L capacity

Twin pockets

6 bullet loops

AnchorLOK™ attachment system

Adjustable waist belt

VELOCITY AMMO POUCH
Keep your ammo handy and within easy reach.

Quiet and secure

12 round capacity

Internal mesh pockets

AnchorLOK™ attachment system

Sizes S or M

Available in Desolve® Veil™ Camouflage

BALLISTIC AMMO WALLET
Keep your ammo handy and within easy reach.

Magnetic closure

12 elastic bullet loops

Suitable for .223 – Magnum sized cartridges

WaterTEC™ Hydrafuse™ Drystealth™ fabric

AnchorLOK™ attachment system

Size M

Available in Desolve® Veil™ Camouflage
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GAME SACK
Sick of bleaching Mums pillowcases after you’ve had a good hunt? We were too, so 
we developed a super durable, lightweight, synthetic option that cleans up real easy.

Drawstring top to keep out the flies

Finely woven highly breathable synthetic fabric, cleans easily, lets the meat breath 
and cool, stops the flies

Durable webbing reinforced seams

Webbing handles

Reflective labelling so you can find your meat stash or base camp in the dark

Packs into its own elasticated pocket

Available in 2 sizes: 30L or 60L
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ODYSSEY TROUSER BRACES
The Odyssey Trouser Braces come standard with our premium rain pants, but will 
fit any trousers with belt loops. These things are extremely handy for wet pants or 
when you have heavy items in your pockets. Simply put, they hold your trousers up 
around your waist. The comfy elastic straps give them play for when you crouch, 
and the hardy clips simply click on to your belt loops, while still leaving room for a 
belt as usual if you want that as well.

25mm wide heavy duty elastic

Durable YNS spring loaded attachment hardware

3 attachment points

All 3 straps are fully adjustable

One size fits all

Available in Grey

KAYAN NECK GAITER
The Kayan Neck Gaiter is designed to keep you warm in the cold, and will also wick 
moisture away from your skin to keep you cool when it’s hot. This versatile little 
guy can act as a scarf, a beanie, a sweatband, a face veil or any number of other 
creations you can think of. The Kayan is something you probably never knew you 
needed until you own one, and then you won’t be able to live without it.

Wind resistant

Lightweight and breathable

Available in Desolve® Veil™ or Fire™ Camouflage

ZENITH BALACLAVA
Providing protection from the harsh sun or cold wind, this is an absolute essential 
on all alpine hunts to keep you warm, safe, and undetected. Utilising a superbly 
balanced hard-faced fleece you will benefit from key insulation, moisture-wicking 
breathability, and body temperature regulation. 

240gsm hard-faced, high wicking fleece 

Ergonomic cut 

Lightweight and packable 

Available in Black or Desolve® Veil™ Camouflage

TORQUE BELT
The Torque belt is excellent for hunting, 38mm nylon webbing suits all pouches 
and belt loops. Buckle made from Aircraft grade aluminium.

38mm nylon webbing 

1300mm long and easily adjusted to suit smaller waistlines

Weight: 150g

Made in the USA

Available in Slate



1. Pig Sticker: 
Hollow ground blade

Blood groove   

Blade length 190mm

Total length 330mm

 Weight 325g

1. Pig Sticker 180: 
Blade length 180mm

Total length 310mm

Weight 130g

1. Factor: 
Blood groove with 
bevelled back edge

Blade length 190mm

Total length 330mm

Weight 325g

3. Folding Drop Point: 
Hollow ground blade   

Blade length 95mm

Total length 220mm

Weight 185g

3. Boning 125: 
Blade length 125mm

Total length 260mm

Weight 100g

2. Folding Drop Point: 
Blade length 95mm

Total length 215mm

Weight 185g

2. Skinner: 
Flat ground blade  

Blade length 100mm

Total length 220mm

Weight 175g

2. Pig Sticker 140: 
Blade length 140mm

Total length 270mm

Weight 120g

4. Companion: 
Hollow ground blade  

Blade length 75mm

Total length 180mm

Weight 130g

4. Bull Nose Fillet 125: 
Blade length 125mm

Total length 260mm

Weight 110g

3. Comrade: 
Blade length 75mm

Total length 175mm

Weight 130g

Sharp fine edge

Hollow ground blade

Sharp fine edge

2mm thick flat ground blade

Sharp fine edge

Brushed finish

Brushed finish

5CR15 Stainless Steel with a brushed finish

Rubber over mould handle
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CLASSIC SERIES
The Classic Series knives are handcrafted using the finest materials, fittings and 
workmanship. Natural maple burl wood handles, highly polished brass bolsters, 
and premium quality 5cr15 stainless steel blades that hold an edge deer after deer. 
Rugged and durable enough for all skinning and dressing jobs as well as everyday use. 
Supplied with a full-grain leather sheath and a lifetime warranty.

PRIMARY SERIES
Hunters Element Primary Series knives are made with heavy-duty laminated timber 
handles and 440 stainless steel blades. All Primary Series knives come with a full-
grain leather sheath and a lifetime warranty.

BUTCHER SERIES
Top-quality Butcher Set for indoor and outdoor use. Soft grip handles are made of 
Santoprene™, hygienically approved material worldwide, with ergonomic design. 
Blades are made from pure quality stainless steel with excellent sharpness and 
durability. Handy durable canvas sheath included.
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KNIVES
TRADITIONAL STYLE, MODERN PERFORMANCE
Hunters Element Tools are hand crafted using the finest materials, fittings and workmanship. Natural Maple Burl and 
Laminate timber handles, highly polished brass bolsters, and premium quality 5cr15 and 440 Stainless blades that hold an 
edge deer after deer. Rugged and durable for all all skinning and dressing jobs as well as everyday use.



ELEMENT BOOT
The Element is the ultimate tough, heavy-duty, day-in-day-out hunting 
boot. The high ankle and new lace-locking system gives your foot 
complete support. The firm shank and full rand make it bulletproof and 
stable in the rockiest country.

A heavy-duty rubber rand provides protection against sharp rocks and 
scree

The TPU CrampLok™ is compatible with both semi-automatic and universal 
strap crampons

The upper is made from top quality 2.5mm Nubuck leather

The lining is constructed from Hydrafuse™, a heavy-duty waterproof, 
breathable membrane

An anatomically designed tongue with centre lock lace hook and a soft 
and durable Nappa leather connection to the upper

Strategically designed perforations in the upper allow air circulation to 
move around your foot keeping your feet more comfortable

Roller lower lace eyelets paired with locking mid and upper lace hooks 
means your laces synch up easily and stay locked in place throughout 
the day

All-terrain comfort insole with a breathable top layer and heavy-duty 
comfort foam moulds to the shape of your foot to minimize friction and 
fatigue

A full-length nylon shank with anatomically designed tapered flex 
provides stable foot placement on uneven terrain and overbending

The new lightweight HIA™ (High Impact Absorption) PU midsole absorbs 
and softens impact, while assisting in controlling over-pronation and 
supination, reducing fatigue while on extended expeditions

The aggressive Vibram® TSAVO outsole provides exceptional grip in 
challenging terrain

Sizes 8-14US

FOOTWEAR

HIGH PERFORMANCE 
HUNTING FOOTWEAR

FOOTWEAR
Embarking on hardcore expeditions when river 

crossings, harsh vegetation and rugged terrain are 
unavoidable, a reliable pair of boots provide the 

ultimate protection and comfort to keep your mind 
on the journey ahead.
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ZULU BOOT
The Zulu is an all-purpose, heavy-duty hunting boot designed for day-in-day-out 
hunting. The upper is made from quality nubuck leather, with soft flex suede 
reinforcements and minimal exposed stitching, combining comfort with durability. 
Heel Lok Articulation has been carefully designed to secure the foot in a highly 
supported position, allowing for controlled ankle articulation. A full rubber rand 
is the first line of defence in rocky terrain where sharp edges slice at leather. The 
Zulu incorporates an internal Hydrafuse waterproof, breathable lining to keep your 
feet dry while hunting lowland country. And finally, a full shank and EVA midsole 
provides stable and comfortable footing on all surfaces while the aggressive 
Vibram Tsavo sole ensures excellent grip on all terrain.

LIMA BOOT
The Lima is a medium duty, multi-purpose hunting boot. The full-length nylon 
shank with soft-medium flex is great for stalking as quietly as possible. A mid-
length cut provides excellent ankle support. An internal Hydrafuse waterproof 
lining will ensure your feet stay dry. Made from Nubuck Suede leather with double 
stitched seams and a rubber toe cap in the highest wear area, the Lima is durable 
and comfortable. Finally, the aggressive Vibram sole provides plenty of grip with 
plenty of feel.

MAVERICK BOOT
The Maverick isn’t just another cheap “stalking” boot. This lightweight boot was 
built from the forest floor up, one piece at a time, very deliberately. The brand new 
ACTrek™ XTi LITE™ outsole is crazy aggressive. The sharp, deep, rubber teeth grab 
like talons when sidling wet, mulchy faces and provide impressive stopping power 
on slippery descents. Sitting between this and your foot is our tested StalkAIR™ 
midsole and footbed, light, soft and deadly quiet. The upper is cut from heavy-duty 
STEELskin™ Polyester Oxford fabric. This has been chosen over leather in this 
case because it retains almost no water and remains as light as possible in the 
long dewy grass and muddy game trails. Packed with plenty of other key features, 
the Maverick, truly is, perfect for silent deerstalking. The high cut gives excellent 
ankle support when exploring unstable terrain and the Hydrafuse™ REINsoc™ 
water-resistant lining keeps your feet dry and comfortable.

Hydrafuse™ waterproof & breathable 
lining

Nubuck leather

Heel Lok™ articulation

Nubuck/Suede leather

Hydrafuse™ waterproof lining

Aggressive Vibram® Sole

Double-stitched

Pressed steel lace hooks

Aggressive ACTrek™ XTi LITE™ outsole

Heavy-duty STEELskin™ Polyester 
Oxford upper fabric

Hydrafuse™ REINsoc™ water-resistant 
lining

Full rubber rand

Vibram® TSAVO outsole

Weight sz9: 750g / Boot

Sizes 8-14US

Rubber Toe

New wider last

Weight sz9: 700g / Boot

Sizes 6-14US

EVA StalkAIR™ midsole

Durable toe cap

High ankle support

Desolve® Veil™ Camouflage

Weight sz9: 700g / Boot

Sizes 8-14US



BASIN GAITERS
The tailored and sculpted fit wraps around your leg and over your boot with the 
least amount of bulk. An angled zip, Velcro and double dome connection has been 
placed to make the process of doing up and undoing the gaiters a natural angle 
for your arm to reach, and no hardware will dig into your shins. An incredibly tough 
lace hook is twin riveted to an over-sized tab that gives you plenty of grip. The main 
body of the gaiters is made from bombproof Cordura for maximum wear resistance 
surrounded in a quiet outer. All the seams, zips and velcro are double stitched with 
heavy-duty thread for maximum durability.

Made from Hydrafuse™ DryStealth™

Rubberised rear elastic to eliminate riding up your boots

Cordura lined for stiffness and durability

Specially designed lace hooks with twin rivets

Durable webbing loops for wire attachment

Quality YKK® zip and secure double stitched front velcro 

Double domes

Closure system located on the front to help protect your shins

Quick-adjust webbing strap

Reinforced side panel

Sizes S-2XL

Available in Forest Green or Desolve® Veil™ Camouflage 

FOOTWEAR

VENOM GAITERS V2
The Venom V2 Gaiter has been built to the same high standard as the extremely 
popular Basin Gaiter, but with the added Fang Shield. The Venom V2 gaiter is a 
tailored sculptured fit to fit your leg and over your boot with the least amount of bulk. 
All seams, zips and Velcro are double-stitched with heavy-duty thread for maximum 
durability. The Fang Shield offers a protective layer that was developed and tested on 
snake fangs from a variety of Australian species.

NEW stalking model. Due to your requests we have introduced the new stalking model 
to the Venom range. The new Desolve® Veil™ camouflage gaiter is finished with a 
softer, quieter outer fabric for a silent, undetected approach.

Weight SzM: 350g each

Double-stitched Cordura lining for durability and stab protection

Fang Shield internal membrane

Quick-adjust webbing strap for easy on & off

Twin riveted lace hooks to lock the gaiter down

Heavy-duty webbing loops for wire attachment (not supplied).

Reinforced stress points for endurance

Angled side closure makes zipping up simple and protects Velcro

Heavy-duty YKK® zippers

Sizes S-2XL

Available in Slate & Desolve® Veil™ Camouflage

FANG 
SHIELD



GAITER WIRES
Serious heavy-duty wires to go underneath your boots to stop your gaiters from 
riding up. 

Compatitble with Venom/Basin Gaiters and Pinnacle Putties

Available in sizes XS-XL

PINNACLE PUTTIE
The classic puttie style popular with hunters around the world keeps all the shit out 
of your boots and adds protection from cuts and scrapes to your lower legs. The 
Pinnacle Puttie takes all these features and boosts up the durability to the highest 
level. An incredibly tough lace hook is twin riveted to an over-sized tab that gives 
you plenty of grip. The main body of the gaiters is made from bombproof 500D PU 
coated oxford nylon for maximum wear resistance surrounded in a quiet outer. All 
the seams and velcro are double stitched with heavy-duty thread for maximum 
durability.

Rubberised rear elastic to eliminate riding up your boots

Lined with durable 500D PU coated oxford nylon

Secure front twin riveted lace hook

Durable webbing loops for wire attachments (wires sold separately)

Elasticated hems

Velcro and 3-dome front closure

One size fits most

Available in Forest Green

SUPER TOUGH GRAVEL GUARDS
Waterproof and comfortable, the SuperTOUGH™ gravel guards keep gravel and grit 
out of your boots. 

Available with or without rear zip, in Black or Desolve® Veil™ Camo

Desolve® Veil™ Camouflage with rear zip - Now available in King-size

YKK® zippers
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AU SALES REPRESENTATIVES 

NSW/VICTORIA: Travis Soulsby 

TASMANIA: Dale Whybrow  

QUEENSLAND: Damian Grieve

WESTERN: Greg Spencer

0402 834 126 

0408 038 808

0488 448 860

0412 929 876

027 271 8888

021 593 524

HUNTERSELEMENT
#HUNTLONGER

WWW.HUNTERSELEMENT.COM
EXPLORE FURTHER | HUNT LONGER

PLEASE DISPOSE OF THIS 
RESPONSIBLY, WE ONLY 
HAVE ONE EARTH

Copyright © Evolve Outdoors Group Ltd
Hunters Element™ & the Hunters Element™ Logo are global Trademarks of Evolve Outdoors Group Ltd

HUNTERS ELEMENT WARRANTY PROMISE
If within 1 year this product is found to have a manufacturer fault in any way, 
Hunters Element will repair or replace it for free! 

We are so confident in the quality of our gear that if at any point in its 
life your Hunters Element kit gets damaged, we’ll sort you out. If you’ve 
torn it on an antler, punctured it with a thorn or crushed a zip between 
rocks, we’ll repair it (if we can) for a small fee. To validate this 
product for warranty purposes and to get the best life out of your 
gear, check out the warranty and care section on our website. 

CONTACT DETAILS
DELIVERY ADDRESS: Unit 11, 4 Glover Street, Ngauranga,  
  Wellington 6035, New Zealand
NZ PHONE: 04 238 2823
NZ FAX: 04 238 2827
AU PHONE: (03) 8740 3545 
NZ SALES EMAIL: salesnz@evolveoutdoors.com
AU SALES EMAIL: salesau@evolveoutdoors.com
ACCOUNTS EMAIL: accounts@evolveoutdoors.com

HuntersElement.com  
DesolveSupplyCo.com 
EvolveOutdoors.com

NZ SALES REPRESENTATIVES
LOWER NORTH ISLAND:  Brendon Lawton

SOUTH ISLAND:  Charlotte Berry
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